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Abstract 
The cyclic homology of an exact category was defined by McCarthy (1994) using the methods 
of Waldhausen (1985). McCarthy’s theory enjoys a number of desirable properties, the most basic 
being the ugreemrnt property, i.e. the fact that when applied to the category of finitely generated 
projective modules over an algebra it specializes to the cyclic homology of the algebra. 
However, we show that McCarthy’s theory cannot be both compatible with localizations and 
invariant under functors inducing equivalences in the derived category. 
This is our motivation for introducing a new theory for which all thre properties hold: 
extension, invariance and localization. Thanks to these properties, the new theory can be com- 
puted explicitly for a number of categories of modules and sheaves. @ 1999 Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS Clus.s$icution: 16E40; 18EIO; 18E30; 18F25 
0. Introduction 
0. I. Overvirw of’ the results 
Let k be a commutative ring and ,al an exact category in the sense of [30] which is 
moreover k-linear, i.e. the groups Homk(A,B), A,B E d, are endowed with k-module 
structures such that the composition is bilinear. 
In [26], McCarthy has defined the Hochschild, cyclic, negative and periodic homolo- 
gies of .Ce. He showed that they enjoy the following properties 
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(1) Agreement. For the exact category of finitely generated projective modules over 
a (unital) algebra, the homologies agree with those of the algebra. 
(2) Exuct sequences. The different homologies are linked by the classical morphisms 
and long exact sequences. 
(3) Additivity. The homologies are additive in the sense that the map induced by 
the middle term of a short exact sequence of functors is the sum of the maps induced 
by the outer terms. 
(4) Products. The homologies admit product structures which agree with the classical 
structures in the situation of (1). 
(5) Trace maps. There are trace maps linking the Quillen K-theory of .d to its 
Hochschild resp. negative cyclic homology. Again these are compatible with the clas- 
sical maps in the situation of (1), 
Now by analogy with K-theory, there are two other properties which we might 
expect to hold for a homology theory of exact categories, namely 
(6) Invariance. The theory should be preserved by exact functors inducing equiva- 
lences in the bounded derived categories [34,35]. 
(7) Localizution. It should be compatible with localizations (in a sense to be made 
precise). 
These properties have been shown to hold for K-theory in many situations [32,39,38]. 
They have also been proved for cyclic homology of DC algebras in [ 191. Unfortunately, 
the homologies defined by McCarthy cannot satisfy (1), (6), and (7). Indeed, we show 
in Examples 1.8 and 1.9 that a theory satisfying (1), (6), and (7) necessarily takes 
non-zero values in arbitrarily negative degrees, whereas the homologies defined by 
McCarthy are concentrated positive degrees by their definition. This also shows that 
McCarthy’s cyclic homology cannot possibly satisfy the natural scheme-theoretic vari- 
ant of property (1) which states that for the category vecX of vector bundles on 
a scheme X with an ample line bundle, there is a natural isomorphism 
HC*(vecX) 1HC+(X), 
where HC*(X) is the cyclic homology of the scheme X as defined by Loday [22] and 
Weibel [37]. Indeed, HC*(X) contains the cohomology H*(X,&) as a direct factor 
(concentrated in homologically negative degrees). 
In this article, we propose a new definition of the Hochschild, cyclic . . . homologies 
of an exact category and show that the new theories do satisfy (l)-(3), (6) and (7). 
Thanks to the two last properties, we are able to compute them for a number of non- 
trivial examples (finitely generated modules over noetherian algebras of finite global 
dimension in Section 1.6, coherent sheaves on projective space in Section 1.7, finite- 
length modules over k[[X]] in Section 1.8, coherent sheaves on punctured affine space 
in Section 1.9, finitely generated modules over the dual numbers in Section 2.5). In 
many other cases, the computation may be reduced to that of the cyclic homology 
of a suitable differential graded algebra (Example 2.6). The new theories can also be 
shown to satisfy the scheme-theoretic analog of property (I), cf. Example 1.10. 
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We do not doubt that properties (4) and (5) also hold for the new theories. We 
provide evidence for this by proving a delooping theorem (Section 1.13) for the new 
theories in the case of a flat exact category (i.e. Hom.&A,B) is a flat k-module for all 
A, B E z$). We can then construct a natural transformation 
(and similarly for the other homologies) and define trace maps by composing this 
morphism with the trace maps constructed by McCarthy. 
0.2. Orgunizution qf the article 
In Section 1, we state the main results of the article and give some examples: We 
define the mixed complex of a flat exact category in Section 1.4. The homologies asso- 
ciated with the category are derived from its mixed complex. This ensures the validity 
of property (2). The main theorem (Section 1.5) states that properties (1 ), (6), and (7) 
hold. We illustrate the strength of (6) and (7) on some examples (Sections 1.6-l .S). In 
Section 1.12, the additivity property (3) is seen to be a consequence of the localization 
property (6). In turn, additivity is the essential ingredient for proving the delooping 
theorem in Section 1.13. Inspired by Kassel’s work [ 14,161 on bivariant theories we 
show in Section I .14 that certain (non-exact) k-linear functors which admit total de- 
rived functors induce maps in the new theories, and that (6) and (7) continue to hold 
for this wider class of functors. In the last paragraph of Section 1, we prove a useful 
lemma which gives a sufficient condition for an exact sequence of abelian categories 
to induce an exact sequence of derived categories. 
In Section 2, we restate the main theorem in a setting which contains both the 
results of Section 1 on exact categories and those of [19] on DG algebras as special 
cases. In this more general setting, categories of complexes or of DG modules are 
replaced by what we call ‘exact DG categories’ (Section 2.1). Each exact DG category 
has an associated triangulated category which generalizes the homotopy category of 
a category of complexes or of DG modules. An exact category gives actually rise to 
a pair of exact DG categories: the category of complexes and its full subcategory of 
acyclic subcomplexes. This pair is an example of a ‘localization pair’ (Section 2.4). 
Localization pairs are to be viewed as a more intrinsic variant of Thomason-Trobaugh’s 
bicomplicial Waldhausen categories [32]. Each localization pair has associated with it 
a mixed complex and a triangulated category. In the case of the localization pair 
associated with an exact category, these are respectively the mixed complex of the 
exact category and its derived category. The analog of the main theorem holds for 
localization pairs (Section 2.4). This includes in particular the results of [ 191 for DG 
algebras as special cases. It improves on [19] in so far as we no longer have to make 
any hypothesis on the ground ring or on the underlying DG module of the algebra. 
This means, however, that we have to use a more elaborate definition of the mixed 
complex of a non-flat DG algebra using resolutions (Section 3.2). 
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As an application, we compute the mixed complex of the category of finite-dimen- 
sional modules over the dual numbers (Section 2.5). By the same method, we re- 
duce the computation of the mixed complex of the category of finite-dimensional 
modules over a finite-dimensional algebra A to the computation of the mixed com- 
plex of an associated DG algebra (whose homology is the Ext-algebra of the simple 
A-modules). 
Sections 3 and 4 contain the proof of the main theorem for localization pairs. They 
form the technical heart of the article. In Section 3, we prove existence and unicity up 
to homotopy of resolutions of exact DG categories. We start with the special case of 
DG algebras in Section 3.2. Here the only technical difficulty is that our DG algebras 
can have non-vanishing homology in positive und in negative degrees. The passage 
from DG algebras to exact DG categories in Section 3.6 then involves replacing an 
algebra by an ‘algebra with several objects’ and taking into account the exact structure. 
In fact, we do not only prove existence and unicity of resolutions but, more precisely, 
we show that if we quotient the category of exact DG categories by a suitable homo- 
topy relation, then in the quotient, the multiplicative system of all functors inducing 
equivalences in the associated triangulated categories admits a calculus of right frac- 
tions. The corresponding localization is denoted by ./&‘. It is equivalent to its full 
subcategory whose objects are the flat exact DG categories. Using this equivalence 
we extend the mixed complex functor from flat exact DG categories to all exact DG 
categories. 
By the definition of Mb, passing from an exact DG category to its associated tri- 
angulated category is a functor from .,flb to the category of triangulated categories. 
We define a sequence of Y#/h to be exact iff the associated sequence of triangulated 
categories is exact. 
In Section 4, we study the ‘completion’ functor .Mb 4 Jz’. Its effect is to assign to 
each exact DG category a new, larger, exact DG category whose associated triangu- 
lated category admits ‘arbitrary’ coproducts. We deduce from the Neeman-Ravenel- 
Thomason-Trobaugh-Yao theorem (Section 4.12), that the completion functor pre- 
serves exactness (Section 4.2) and that it becomes an equivalence when restricted to 
the full subcategory of .lb whose objects are the exact DG categories whose as- 
sociated triangulated categories are Karoubian (Section 4.1). The exactness of a se- 
quence of ,&’ is of course defined by passing to the associated triangulated cate- 
gories. Surprisingly enough, such sequences are actually exact in the pointed cat- 
egory .M, i.e. the first term is a monomorphism, the second an epimorphism and 
the two form a kernel-cokernel pair (Section 4.6). This allows us to associate with 
each localization pair a fiurctorial exact sequence of JJ’ and in particular a ‘quo- 
tient category’ which depends functorially and exactly on the localization pair (Sec- 
tions 4.7 and 4.8). The final step is now to prove that the mixed complex func- 
tor is a ‘&functor’ on -4. This is done in Sections 4.9 and 4.13. The proof of 
Section 4.13 closely follows [19, Section 61 but corrects an error which occurred 
in [19, Lemma 5.21. 
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1. Cyclic homology of exact categories 
I. 1. Exact cutegories and categories oj’ comp1e.w 
Let k be a commutative ring and .d a k-linear category (i.e. an additive category 
whose morphism spaces are k-modules such that the composition is bilinear). Suppose 
that .ol’ is exact in the sense of [30]. We use the terminology of [7, Ch. 91: admis- 
sible monomorphisms are called injhtions, admissible epimorphisms - dejations, and 
admissible short exact sequences - coqjlations. A complex N over & is acyclic in 
degree n if dk.-’ factors as 
- N" 
where p n-’ is a cokernel for dne2 and a deflation, and in-’ is a kernel for d” and an 
inflation. The complex N is acyclic if it is acyclic in each degree. We denote by .r9Ch,o/ 
the category of all acyclic complexes N which are bounded, i.e. we have N” = 0 for 
all large (nl. We denote by &‘,d the category of all bounded complexes over ~2. 
If X and Y are two complexes over d, we have a differential Z-graded k-module 
-Hom.,,(X, Y) whose nth component consists of the homogeneous morphisms ,f of de- 
gree n of Z-graded objects (XP) ---f (Y(J) and whose differential is given by d(f) = dy o 
f - (-1 )“J ode, where f is of degree n. Note that for two composable morphisms 
61 E -%om.d (X Y >, .f E 2?om.C,(Y,Z)“, 
we have the Leibniz rule 
Thus any category of complexes over & may be viewed as a d$hrential gruded 
cuteyory in the sense of [ 13, 181. 
The komotopy category .Xh.d has the same objects as gh.& and its morphisms 
X + Y are in bijection with the elements of 
fP.Xom,,,(X, Y ). 
It is a triangulated category. The full subcategory of the acyclic complexes forms 
a triangulated subcategory of .F’.d. The derived category Qhd is the localization of 
Xh.r! with respect to the subcategory of acyclic complexes. Note that this makes sense 
although the subcategory of acyclic complexes may not be Cpaisse (cf. [28]). Indeed, 
if .F is a triangulated category and .Y c ,F a full triangulated subcategory (which need 
not be Cpaisse), then the localization S/.ui exists and morphisms in the localization 
are given by a calculus of left or right fractions; the kernel of the localization functor 
.T 4 .FJ.Y is the epaisse closure of ,Y. 
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1.2. Reminder on mixed complexes 
We use Kassel’s approach [14]. Recall that a mixed complex is a triple (C, b,B) 
such that 
(C,b)=(.*. +cp+cp-,-’ . ..) 
is a complex of k-modules and B : C + C is a homogeneous morphism of Z-graded 
k-modules of degree 1 satisfying bB+Bb=O. Let /1 be the DG algebra generated by 
an indeterminate e of chain degree 1 with s2 =0 and de=O. The underlying complex 
of/i is 
. ..OiksAkiO.... 
Then a mixed complex may be identified with a DG left n-module whose underlying 
DG k-module is (C, b) and where E acts by B. This interpretation leads to the following 
definitions: Suppose that C = (C, b,B) is a mixed complex. Then the shifted mixed 
complex C[l] is the mixed complex such that C[l], = C,_, for all p, bqI] = - bc, and 
Bc,lI=-Bc. Let f:C --f C’ be a morphism of mixed complexes. Then the mapping 
cone ouer f is the mixed complex 
We define 4f’i.x to be the category of mixed complexes and 9JZix to be the mixed 
derived category, i.e. the derived category of the DG algebra A. Its objects may be 
viewed as mixed complexes. Cyclic homology, Hochschild homology etc. may be in- 
terpreted as cohomological functors on S&ix, cf. [ 19, 2.21. Note that despite the 
notation, S&fix is not the derived category of the abelian category _&fix (the objects 
of the derived category of .&‘ix would be complexes of mixed complexes . . .). 
1.3. The mixed complex of a flat DG cutegory 
Let @ be a small DG category, i.e. a category enriched in differential graded 
k-modules (cf., e.g. [18]). Assume that 9 is flat, i.e. g (A, B) @k N is acyclic for 
each acyclic DG k-module N and all A, B E 9. In analogy with the construction of 
Hochschild-Mitchell homology [27] and with the case of DG algebras [9,33], we 
associate a precyclic chain complex with % as follows: For each n EN, its nth term is 
U~(B,,Bn)~~(B,-,,B,)~~(Bn_2,B,~-,)~ ... @~(Bo>Bl), 
where the sum runs over all sequences Bo,. , B, of objects of g. The degeneracy 
maps are given by 
di(.fn,...,fi,fr-~....,f~)= I (A,..., fih-~ ,... ,f0) if i>O, (-ls”+“‘(fof~ ,...,fi) if i=O, 
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where o = (deg fo)(deg fr + . + deg ,fn- 1). The cyclic operator is given by 
We associate a mixed complex C(a) with this precyclic chain complex as described 
in [ 19. Section 21. We view C(5J) as an object of the mixed derived category 2. @ix 
as explained above (Section 1.2). By definition, the cyclic homology of 2 is the 
cyclic homology of the mixed complex C(B), and similarly for the other variants of 
the theory (Hochschild, periodic, negative, . . .). The cyclic complex of a DG category 
which is not necessarily flat will be defined via a flat resolution in Section 3.2. 
1.4. The mixed complex associuted with an exact category (gut use) 
In the setting of (Section 1.1) suppose that & is small and jfut ouer k, i.e. & (A, B) 
is a flat k-module for all A, B E .d (this holds, for example, if k is a field; an important 
non-example is the category of finitely generated abelian groups viewed as a Z-linear 
category). Then the mixed complex associated with the exact category .d is defined 
to be 
C(d) = Cone(C(&eb.&) + C(@&)). 
Here, &ch,d and Vb.d are viewed as differential graded categories and C is the functor 
defined in (Section 1.3). Clearly C(,$) is functorial with respect to exact functors. 
The definition of C(.&) for exact categories which are not necessarily flat over the 
ground ring is given in Section 3.9 using flat resolutions. 
1.5. The main theorem 
Let k be a commutative ring. All exact categories below are assumed to be k-linear 
and small. By an exact functor, we always mean a k-linear exact functor. Statements 
(b) and (c) below will be extended to certain non-exact functors in Section 1.14. 
A,firctor-dense subcategory .d’ of an additive category d is a full subcategory such 
that each object of JJ! is a direct factor of a finite direct sum of objects of ~8. An 
equizlalence up to ,firctors is an additive functor d + $? which induces an equivalence 
onto a factor-dense subcategory of &?. A sequence 
of triangulated categories is exact up to jhctors if 9’ identifies with a factor-dense 
subcategory of the kernel of Q and Q induces an equivalence from S/ ker Q onto 
a factor-dense subcategory of P’. 
Theorem. (a) [f’A is a k-algebra, there is u nuturul isomorphism in the mixed derived 
cute~jory 
C(A) G C(proj A). 
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(b) If F : d + ~?8 is an exact functor between exact categories which induces an 
equivalence up to factors 9?‘zZ + gb&?, then F induces an isomorphism in the mixed 
derived category 
C(d) -z C(B). 
(c) If F: d’ -+ d and G : d -+ sd” are exact functors between exact categories 
such that the sequence 
is exact up to factors, then there is a canonical morphism d(F, G) such that the 
sequence 
C(Lzf’) + C(d) + C(&I”) SF1 C(&Jz’)[ l] 
is a triangle in the mixed derived category. 
The theorem is a consequence of Section 2.4 below. Statement (b) is often applied 
in the following situation: Suppose that d c B is a full subcategory closed under 
extensions. Consider the conditions 
(a) For each BE 628, there is an acyclic complex of 93 
with Ai E d for all i. 
(b) For each conflation A --f B + B’ of $9 with A E ~4, there is a commutative diagram 
A-B-B 
A-A-A ,I 
whose second row is a conflation of d. 
If (b) (or its dual) holds, then the inclusion induces a fully faithful functor sb&‘-+ 
abgW. If moreover condition a) (or its dual) holds, then this functor is an equivalence 
(cf. also Section 1.15). 
1.6. Example: algebras of jinite global dimension 
Let A be a noetherian algebra of finite global dimension over a commutative ring 
k. Let modA denote the category of all finitely generated A-modules. I claim that the 
inclusion proj A -+ mod A induces an isomorphism 
C(proj A) z C(mod A) 
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in the mixed derived category. Indeed, the inclusion is an exact functor and the induced 
functor @‘proj A 4 3’modA is an equivalence by the above remark. So the claim 
follows from Section 1.5(b). If we combine it with Section 1.5(a), we find that if A 
is noetherian of finite global dimension, then we have a canonical isomorphism 
C(A) A C(mod A) 
in the mixed derived category. 
1.7. Example: Projective space 
Suppose that k is a field. Let n be a positive integer and V a vector space of 
dimension n + 1 over k. Let A be the algebra of upper triangular matrices (aij)O<i,.i<n 
with aij E Sj-‘V for j > i and a;j = 0 for j < i. Let P be the projectivization of V and 
cob P the category of coherent sheaves on P. There is a canonical fully faithful functor 
proj A 4 cob P 
taking the indecomposable projective right A-module eirA to the sheaf c’p(-i). By 
a theorem of Beilinson’s [l], this functor induces an equivalence 
‘/,‘proj A 19’coh P. 
Thus by 1.5(b) and (a), we have isomorphisms 
C(coh P) Z- C(proj A) L C(A). 
By [23, 1.2.151, we know that the inclusion of the diagonal matrices 
an isomorphism C(D) 211 C(A) in the mixed derived category. So we 
isomorphism 
C(coh P) = 6 C(k). 
1=0 
1.8. Example: nilpotent matrices 
D c A induces 
finally get the 
Suppose that k is a field. Let .,lr be the category of finite-length modules over the 
power series ring over k in one variable. An object of .zt ‘ is a finite-dimensional vector 
space endowed with a nilpotent endomorphism. The category ,t’ embeds into mod k[X] 
and its image equals the kernel of the localization functor mod k[X] -+modK[X,X-‘I. 
At the level of derived categories, we obtain a short exact sequence 
0 --f @‘,4 --f gbmod k[X] + 2’mod k[X,X-‘1 + 0. 
Hence by 1.5(c), we have a triangle 
C(./+“) 4 C(mod k[X]) ----t C(mod k[X,X-‘I) + C(./V)[l] 
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in the mixed derived category. By example of Section 1.6, it is isomorphic to a triangle 
C(J) -+ C(k[X]) + c(&YJ-‘]) 3 C(JV)[l]. 
Now if we take homology in degree 0, then the second morphism identifies with the 
injection k[X] 4 k[X,X-‘1 so that we get 
HC_, ._~~r=cok(k[X]ik[X,X-‘]). 
To deduce this isomorphism, we have only used the statements in the theorem of 
Section 1.5. Thus, any homology theory satisfying the theorem in Section 1.5 must 
take non-zero values in negative degrees. The theories defined by McCarthy in [26] 
are concentrated in positive degrees by definition. So they cannot satisfy the theorem 
of Section 1.5. 
1.9. Example: Punctured afine space 
Let k be a field, n > 2 and d the category cohX of coherent sheaves on the 
scheme X = A”\(O). W e will show that any homology theory satisfying the theorem of 
(Section 1.5) is non-zero in degree -n + 1 when evaluated at the category d. 
This phenomenon admits the following simple explanation: The inclusion of the 
category of algebraic vectorbundles vecX into cohX yields an equivalence in the 
bounded derived categories. Now at least for the theory defined in Section 1.4, we 
know from theorem of Section 1.10 below that the cyclic homology of vecX is the 
cyclic homology of the scheme X in the sense of [22,37]. The latter contains the 
cohomology of the scheme with coefficients in the structure sheaf as a direct factor 
and in the case of punctured affine space X we have H”-’ (X, fii) # 0. 
To compute HC_,+l (.d), we use the exact sequence of abelian categories 
where .,,& is the category of finitely generated modules over A = k[&, . . . ,X,,] and .,V 
its full subcategory formed by the modules supported in {0}, i.e. such that all the Xi act 
nilpotently. Using example (b) of Section 1.15, we see that the functor 9’,,V+ 9’& 
is fully faithful. Thus we obtain an exact sequence of derived categories 
and an exact sequence 
HC_,+, (A’+HC_,+, (s!)+HC_,(.N’+HC_,(A’) 
by theorem 1.5(c). We know from 1.5(a) and the example of Section 1.6 that HCi (A?‘> 
vanishes for all i<O. Thus we have an isomorphism 
H&_+, (&) = HC-, (,V). 
To compute HC-, (N), we need to introduce some notation: For two subsets I, J of 
the set (1,. . . , n} let J@ denote the category of modules over A = k[X,, . . . ,X,] where 
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the X,, iEl act nilpotently and the Xi, jE J, invertibly, and which are finitely generated 
as modules over A[X,:’ 1 j E J]. Note that if I n J # 8, then cl{; is the zero category. 
If I or J is empty, we omit the corresponding symbol from the notation. Thus I fi! is 
the category of finitely generated A-modules as defined before, and .,t^= J?‘~,.,,,,,~), 
We will show by induction on r = jll that HC,, (. if: ) = 0 for p < - r and that 
HC_,.(.fl;)=A;, 
where we define 
A;=A[X,‘IkWJJ] ~A[X,-‘~~EIUJ\{~}]. 
I IEl 
In particular, we have 
HC_,,.M=A[X,-I,..., X,,P1] 
I 
kA[X;‘,..., X? . . . . X,,‘] 
i=l 
To start with the induction, note that we have HCQ (~ b//” ) = A[XjP ’ 1 j E J] and HC, (dJ ) 
= 0 for p<O by 1.5(a) and the example of Section 1.6. For the step from r to r + 1 
let j,.+ 1 @J and put J+ = J U {jr+, }, 1’ = I U { j,.+ I}. Consider the exact sequence of 
abelian categories 
0 i I 4;. + ./lf/ 4. Iii/’ 4 0. 
By example (b) of 1.15, this sequence induces an exact sequence in the derived cate- 
gories. So from 15(c) we get the exact sequence 
HC_,.(.d+ HC_,.(./ff;+)+HC_,_, (M:_)-HC_,._, (4;). 
Using the induction hypothesis we see that this sequence is isomorphic to 
z4: -A;’ + HC_,_, (c fl,Jk ) 4 0. 
It follows that HC_,._l (_I$, ) identifies with Ai’/Af GA:, . 
1.10. Cyclic homology of sclzrme.s 
Let X be a scheme over a field k which admits an ample line bundle (for example 
a quasi-projective variety). Let vet(X) denote the category of locally finitely gener- 
ated free sheaves on X (i.e. the category of algebraic vector bundles). It is an exact 
subcategory of the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on X. 
Theorem (Keller [20]). Thrrr is (I canonicul isomorphism 
NC*(X) i HC*(vec(X)). 
Here HC*(X) denotes the cyclic homology of the scheme X as defined by Loday 
[22] and Weibel [37]. For an affine scheme X= Spec(A), the category vet(X) is 
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equivalent to projA and on the other hand, Weibel has shown in [lot. cit.] that HC*(X) 
is canonically isomorphic to MY*(A). So the theorem reduces to the result 1.5(a) in 
this case. 
It will be shown in [20] that the theorem above generalizes to arbitrary quasi-compact 
quasi-separated schemes if we replace the exact category vet(X) by the localization 
pair (Section 2.4) associated with the category of perfect complexes on X. 
1.11. A counterexample to devissage 
Suppose that k is a field. Let A = k[&]/(E2). In Section 2.5 below we will show that 
HH*(modA) =A@kk[T] where T is of homological degree - 1. As a graded k-module, 
this is clearly non isomorphic to HH*(mod k)= k[u], where u is of homological de- 
gree 2. This example shows that the analogue of the dCvissage theorem 4 of [30] does 
not hold for the invariant A H HH*(mod A). 
1.12. Application: Additivity 
Let k be a commutative ring and ~2 a small k-linear exact category. Let con & 
denote the category of conflations 
of &‘. It becomes an exact category if we endow it with the componentwise conflations. 
Let P:cond-+d be the functor EHC and R:cond-+d the fimctor EHA. 
Theorem. The functors P and R induce an isomorphism in the mixed derived category 
C(con &) G C(d) $ C(d). 
Proof. Let I : d---f con & denote the functor 
AH(A LA+O). 
Then we have a short exact sequence of derived categories 
Hence by Section 1.5(c), we have a triangle 
C(d) c(I! C(con &) c(p! C(d) + C(&)[l] 
in 9Aix. Now the functor R satisfies RI = 4. So the triangle splits and we get the 
isomorphism of the theorem. 0 
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1.13. Application: Delooping 
Let k be a commutative ring and .d a small k-linear flat exact category. Recall from 
Section 1.4 that 
C(,&) = Cone(C(..&‘,d) 4 C(%?.&)). 
This definition clearly defines a functor from the category of small exact flat categories 
and exact functors to the category of mixed complexes. Hence it admits a natural 
extension to a functor from simplicial exact categories to simplicial mixed complexes. 
In particular, if S.d denotes the Waldhausen construction (see [36; 26, 3.1]), we 
have a simplicial object of mixed complexes C(S..&‘). We denote by Tot C(S.d) 
the mixed complex obtained by passing from the simplicial object C(S.d) to its 
associated reduced chain complex (whose components are mixed complexes) and then 
to the (sum) total mixed complex. 
Theorem. There is a canonical isomorphism in the mixed derived category 
Tot C&d) 1 C(&)[ 11. 
Proof. Consider the sequence 
of simplicial exact categories: here con&d denotes the constant simplicial category 
with value d and P.S.szZ is the ‘path object’ of S..d (see [26, 3.31). Let && denote 
the category whose objects are the sequences 
A”I.4, i .‘. +A, 
of inflations of .d. The nth component of the above sequence is given (up to equiva- 
lence) by 
G 
0i.d J2 .a&? + 9,_,.42+0, 
where F maps A E JZZ to the constant sequence 
I ,&+,&+..-A 
and G maps a sequence A0 + . --f A, to 
Al/A0 + . + A,/Ao. 
This is clearly a (split) exact sequence of exact categories. By the additivity (Section 
I. 12), this implies that in 
C(const,d) + C(P,S..d) -+ C(S,d) 
the first morphism is a quasi-isomorphism onto the kernel of the second, which is 
surjective in each component. Now if 9. is a simplicial exact category, then Tot C(9.) 
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is filtered by a complete, bounded below filtration with subquotients the 
shifted. This implies that the morphism 
Tot C(const.&) i Tot C(P,S..d) 
is a quasi-isomorphism onto the kernel of the morphism 
Tot C(P.S.d) + Tot C(S.S), 
which is surjective in each component. Hence we have a canonical 
mixed derived category 
C(.%,,) suitably 
triangle in the 
Tot C(const&) + Tot C(P,S.d) + Tot C(S..d) + Tot C(const.~~Z)[l]. 
Now we have a canonical isomorphism of mixed complexes Tot C(const.d) z 
C(d). Moreover P.S.&’ is contractible as a simplicial object, so Tot C(P.S.d) is a 
zero object in 9Aix. So we have a canonical isomorphism Tot C(S.&) --) c(.~Z)[l] 
in %&ix. 0 
I. 14. Extended jiinctoriality 
Let k be a commutative ring, & and ?3 small k-linear exact categories and F : .d 4 23 
a k-linear functor which is not necessarily exact. Inspired by Kassel’s work [14,16] we 
would like to assign to F a morphism C(d) + C(g) of the mixed derived category. 
For this, we assume that the functor F is right derivable, i.e. that A admits a full 
exact subcategory d’c ,QZ? satisfying conditions (a) and (b) of the remark following 
Theorem 1.5 and such that the restriction of F to .d’ is exact. Then the total de- 
rived functor RF: 2#‘,r9 + $2’39 exists in the sense of [4] and we have a diagram 
(commutative up to isomorphism) 
sh&l - - Yhd. 
Accordingly, we dejne the morphism C(RF) in the mixed derived category by the 
commutative diagram 
We see that if RF is an equivalence up to factors, then C(RF) is an isomorphism by 
1.5(b). Similarly, one can define C(W) if F is left derivable (left to the reader). 
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In 1.5(c), instead of supposing that F and G are exact, it is enough to assume that 
they are right derivable and that the sequence 
is exact up to factors (similarly with ‘right’ replaced by ‘left’ for F, G, or both). Then 
we still have a canonical triangle 
C(,jz!‘) (‘(RF_II C(d) C(R(;) C(.d”) i(RF,RG) - C(.d’)[l]. 
This is not a consequence of 1.5(c) but of its proof: Indeed, in the proof, we pass 
from an exact category to the corresponding localization pair (Section 2.4) to objects 
of the categories Xh and d;c, and finally to objects of the category .& (Section 4.8). 
For an exact category d, denote by M(,d) the corresponding object of ,K. Each 
object M of J/ has an associated triangulated category .TM and .YM(.,d) is a tri- 
angulated category whose subcategory of compact objects is equivalent up to factors 
to C?‘.d (Section 4.8). The object M(&‘) is functorial in .nZ and an exact functor 
.n2” + J&’ inducing an equivalence up to factors in the derived categories induces an 
isomorphism M(d’) + M(.d) (Section 4.8). It follows that we can define M(RF) for 
a right derivable functor F in the natural way. Moreover, it follows from Section 4.8 
that under the above hypotheses, the sequence 
OiM(,d’) “‘RF_1, M(.d) ,b’(RG) - M( XL”) --) 0 
is an exact sequence of j CZ (Section 4.6). Now the assertion follows from Section 
4.9 (b). 
I. 15. Locali-7ution: Abelian vs. derived categories 
We refer to [6] for an introduction to the localization theory of abelian categories. 
Let .g be an abelian category and .d a Serre subcategory. By definition, we have 
an exact sequence of abelian categories 
Such a sequence may or may not induce an exact sequence of derived categories, as we 
will see in the (non-) examples below. A sufficient condition is given in the following 
lemma. Even if the induced sequence in the derived categories is not exact, statement 
(a) of the lemma shows that we have an exact sequence of localization pairs, which 
still yieids information on cyclic homology by Theorem 2.4 beIow. 
Lemma. (a) We have an exuct sequence of’ triangulated categories 
where Q,f,:% denores the fit11 .subcmte~~ory of complexes whose homology /ies in .d 
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(b) We have an exact sequence of derived categories 
tf the canonical functor gbd -+ 9&g is an equivalence and this holds iff it is fully 
faithful. 
(c) The condition of(b) holds and the canonical functor gb& -+ 9@8 is an equiv- 
alence in each of the following cases: 
(cl ) For each exact sequence 0 -+ A +B+C+O of ,d with AE&, there is a 
commutative diagram with exact rows 
O-A-B-C-0 
I, O-A---+A’-A-0 
where A’ and A” belong to ~2. 
(~2) The abelian category _& is generated by objects X of projective dimension at 
most 1 (ie. we have Extf,(X, ?) = 0 for all i > 2). 
Proof. (a) The canonical functor gb(a)/Wb(&) + Vb(&?/&‘) is easily seen to be an 
equivalence. Its quasi-inverse induces a quasi-inverse to the canonical functor gb(3?)/ 
?W) + ~b(~/4. 
(b) By (a), the canonical functor is an equivalence iff the sequence is exact. If the 
functor is fully faithful, then it is an equivalence by devissage. 
(cl) is well known [IO]. 
(~2) For i < 1 and L,M E d, we have isomorphisms 
Extf,(L,M) = Extf’,(L,M) 
since d is a Serre subcategory. Now fix M E & and, for L E &, put EiL = Ext$(L, M) 
and _!$L = ExtL(L,M). The canonical map 
&L 4 l$L 
is clearly a morphism of &mnctors and it is invertible for i = 0,l. To show that it 
is invertible for all i EN, it is enough to show that the functor EL : d--f Mod Z is 
effaceable for i 2 2. This is immediate from the assumption. Thus the canonical map 
Ex$(L,M) = Ext;(L,M) 
is an isomorphism for all L,M ESZ and all ~‘EN. By devissage, this implies that the 
canonical functor 
9Jb&? + 9;9# 
is fully faithful. 0 
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Example. (a) Localization of non-commutative rings. Let B be a right coherent algebra 
and S c B a subset such that 
(a) 1~s and SScS, 
(b) For s ES and b E B, there are t ES and c E B such that cs = tb. 
(c) For t E S and CE B, there are s E S and bE B such that cs = tb. 
(d) For each SES, left multiplication by s is injective. 
That is to say that S is a multiplicative subset (a) satisfying both Ore conditions (b), 
(c) and consisting of left non-zero divisors (d), cf. [5]. The ring of fractions B[S-‘1 
is again right coherent. Let 9I = mod B denote the category of finitely presented right 
B-modules and .d the kernel of the localization functor mod B+ modB[S-‘I. It is 
well-known (and easy to check) that the canonical functor a/& + mod B[S-‘1 is an 
equivalence. Thus we have an exact sequence of abelian categories 
O+.&-fmodB--tmodB[S’]+O. 
The category .d is generated by the B/sB, s ES, which are clearly of projective di- 
mension at most 1 in mod B. So by the lemma, we have an exact sequence of derived 
categories 
0 4 ‘Ih.d -+ ‘;Jmod B + Yhmod B[S-'1 + 0. 
(b) Modules supported on a closed affine subscheme. Let B be a commutative 
noetherian ring and I c B an ideal. Let W = mod B be the category of finitely generated 
B-modules and .d its full subcategory consisting of the modules annihilated by some 
power of 1. Let S = B \ I. Then we have an exact sequence of abelian categories 
O+.r/l+modB+modB[S-‘140 
and it does induce an exact sequence of derived categories. Indeed, we can use con- 
dition (cl ): Let 0 -+ N + M + L 4 0 be an exact sequence of B-modules with N E ,d. 
Then by the Artin-Rees lemma [25, Theorem 8.51, there is an integer c > 0 such that 
PM f’N = InP”(I”M n N) for all n > c. So if we choose n such that I”-‘N = 0, we 
have a diagram with exact rows t 
‘7’1 i O 
O-N - M/I” M A MJ(I”hl + N)-----+O 
whose second row belongs to =d. 
(c) A non-example. Let k be a field and B the algebra of upper triangular 3 x 3 ma- 
trices over k divided by the ideal generated by the matrix Ets. Denote by Si the simple 
right B-module given by the character sending C ajkE/k to ail. Let a be the category 
of all finitely generated A-modules and d the full subcategory whose objects are the 
finite direct sums of copies of St and &. We have ExtL(St,Ss) =0 = ExtL(Ss,St ). So 
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d is closed under extensions. Clearly it is closed under subobjects and quotients. Thus 
it is a Serre subcategory. As an abelian category, d is semisimple and in particular 
Ext>(SI , S3 )= 0. On the other hand, an easy computation shows that Exti(St , S, ) = k. 
Hence the canonical fimctor gbd -+ @,g is not an equivalence in this case. 
2. Exact DG categories 
2. I. Definitions 
Let k be a commutative ring and @ a small DG k-category (cf. [18]). 
For example, let d be a small k-linear category. Then the category 
chain complexes 
A=(..._# &AP+’ -+ . ..). pgZ, d2=0, 
49=%?d of 
over d becomes a DG k-category if we take S?(A,B) to be the morphism complex (the 
nth component of 93(A, B) is formed by the families f = (fp) of morphisms AP --f Bn+p 
and the differential is given by d(f) = d o f - (- 1 )“f 0 d). 
Recall that a DG (right) &Y-module is a DG functor M : SW’ + Dif k, where Dif k 
denotes the category of differential graded k-modules. The module A4 is given by 
differential graded k-modules M(B), BE&J, and morphisms of chain complexes 
99(B, C) ---f (Dif k)(M( C), M(B)), b H M(b) 
such that M(b)M(a) = (- l)J’qM(ab) for a E 99(B, C)q and bc .G@(A,B)P. For a DG 
module M, we denote by M[l] the shifted module: By definition, we have M[ l](B)P = 
M(B)P+’ and dM[lI(B) = -dM(B) for all BE 98, p E Z; moreover, for bg .S?(B, C)P we 
have M[l](b)q=(-l)PqM(b) q+r. A morphism of graded &Y-modules f : A4 4 N is the 
datum of a morphism of Z-graded k-modules f(B) : M(B) + N(B) for each BE S? such 
that we have f(B)M(b) = N(b)f(C) f or each be 9(B, C). A morphism of differential 
graded ?8-modules is a morphism f of graded a-modules such that f(B) commutes 
with the differential for each BE 99. If f : A4 + N is a morphism of DG modules, the 
mapping cone Cone (f) is the DG module K defined by K( f )(B)P = N(B)P $ M(B)p+' , 
for B, C E 39, p, q E Z, and b E a(B, C)q. The category of DG &?-modules is denoted by 
Dif 3. It carries an exact structure in the sense of [30] whose admissible short exact 
sequences are the short exact sequences 
which split as sequences of graded .98-modules. 
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We denote by Z” 99 the category with the same objects as W and whose morphisms 
A ---f B correspond bijectively to the elements of 
Z0 B(A, B). 
In the example 33 = %&, the category Z” &I is the category of chain complexes and 
morphisms of chain complexes (commuting with the differential). 
Clearly, the functor 
Y : Z” .% + Dif 98’ , BH YB=BA=21(?,B) 
is fully faithful (Y stands for ‘Yoneda’). A DG J-module is representable if it is 
isomorphic to a fimctor of the form YB for some BE SJ. The category $3 is an exact 
DC category if the full subcategory of Dif 4’ formed by the representable fimctors 
is stable under the translation hmctors M H M[n], n E Z, and closed under extensions. 
A typical example of an exact DG category is the category # = %?..vZ. 
It is easy to see that each extension of YA[l] by YB in Dif .3? is isomorphic to 
the mapping cone Cone(g) of some morphism of DG O-modules g = Yf : YA --) YB. 
Whence the 
Lemma. The category 23 is an exact DG category if and only [f the follo,cing tM,o 
conditions hold 
(a) For each AEJ and each nEZ, there is an object A[n] in 8 and an isomorphism 
of DG ,%-modules 
(b) For euch morphism f : A + B of Z” 29, there is an object Cone(f) of 24 and 
an isomorphism of DG a’-modules 
Y(Cone(f)) L Cone(Yf). 
If .8 is an exact DG category, then Z” g becomes a Frobenius category for the exact 
structure induced from Dif g’, i.e. an exact category with enough injectives, enough 
projectives and where the classes of projectives and injectives coincide. The stable 
category associated with a Frobenius category is obtained by dividing by the ideal 
of morphisms factoring through a projective-injective; it is a triangulated category (cf. 
[ 12, 1 I, 2 I]). By abuse of notation, we will denote the stable category associated with 
Z” 2 by $J. In the example of 39 = %?s?, the stable category 3 is nothing but the 
homotopy category of complexes over .d. 
2.2. Examples oj’exact DG categories 
(a) Categories of complexes. Let ~2 be an additive category and 3 a full subcategory 
of the category %?s9 of complexes over d which is closed under (degreewise split) 
extensions and shifts. Then 9 is an exact DG category whose mapping cones are the 
usual mapping cones of complexes. 
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(b) Exact DG subcategories. Let SJ be an exact DC category and 98’ an exact DG 
subcategory, i.e. a full DG subcategory such that Z” @ is closed in Z” ST under shifts 
and extensions. Then 9Y’ is an exact DG category. 
(c) Examples arisingfiom Frobenius categories. Let d be a Frobenius category. Let 
98 be the category of acyclic complexes with projective-injective components over 8. 
This is an exact DG category by example (a). The zero cycle functor induces a triangle 
equivalence g--f &. Hence, up to triangle equivalence, all stable categories of Frobenius 
categories are obtained as stable categories of exact DG categories. 
(d) Exact envelopes of DG categories. Let ~4 be a DG category. Up to equivalence, 
the category Dif d contains a unique smallest subcategory containing the YA, A E &, 
closed under shifts and (graded split) extensions. This subcategory will be denoted 
by dgfree d. It is an exact DG category and the functor & + dgfree &’ is universal 
among DG hmctors from d to exact DG categories. The category dgfreed may also 
be constructed more explicitly as follows (cf. also [ 13, 2.21): First define ZS! to be 
the category whose objects are the pairs (A,r) consisting of an object AE ~2 and an 
integer r; the DG module of morphisms from (A, Y) to (B,s) is in bijection with 
Xom.d(A,B)[s - r]. 
The composition of a morphism f :(A,r)+(B,s) of degree n with g: (B,s)+ (C, t) 
of degree m is given by 
g OZ.& f = (- 1 )n+m+nr+msg 0.4f. 
Now the objects of dgfree .r9 are the sequences (A 1 , . . . ,A,,) of objects of Zd together 
with matrices 6 = (6iJ) of morphisms 6<j E ,Xomz.O/(Aj,Ai) such that Sci = 0 for i 2 j 
and 
d(Sv) + C dikC?~j = 0 
for all i, j. The DG module of morphisms from (AI,. . . ,An) to (Bl,. . . ,B,) is given by 
matrices f = (f,), fijE%‘omz,c/(Ai,Bi). The differential of a homogeneous morphism 
f of degree n is defined to be 
dZ.o/.ffSOf_(-l)“fo6, 
where dz.d is applied to each entry of the matrix f and So ,f’ and f o 6 are matrix 
products. The canonical timctor @: Zd + Dif & sends an object (A, r) to A”‘[r] and 
the canonical functor dgfreed + Dif ,& sends an object (Al,. . . ,A,) to the graded 
module @Al @ . @ @A, endowed with the differential d + @6. 
(e) Functor categories. Let d be a small DG category (for example any k-category) 
and %J an exact DG category. We will define an exact DG category Fun(d,%) whose 
objects are k-linear DG functors ,d --f 99’. If F and G are two such functors, let 
.Xbm(F, G)” denote the set of homogeneous morphisms of degree n of the underlying 
graded functors; thus an element cp of A‘om(F, G)” is the datum of a morphism 
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cpA E Xom.a(FA, GA)” such that (Gf)((pA) = (- 1 )n”(cpA’)(F,f) for each f E 
Rom.C,(A,A’)m, m E Z. The differential of .#om(F, G) is defined by (dq)(A) = d(cpA). 
Then it is straightforward to check that Fun(&,%) is an exact DG category (the 
mapping cone over cp E Z” ,%Som(F, G) is given by A H Cone (q(A))). 
We define Rep(,&,g) to be the localization of the stable category of Fun(.d,d) 
at the class of morphisms J‘ : F + G such that ,fA : FA -+ GA becomes invertible in &J 
for all AE.&. 
(f) Filtered objects. Let F : d ---f .%? be a DC functor between exact DG categories. 
Let Fil F be the DG category whose objects are pairs (A, i), where A E .d and i : FA + B 
is an inflation of Z” 8. By definition, the DG module of morphisms from (A, FA 2 B) 
to (A’, FA’ L B’) is the pullback of the diagram 
Rom,d(B, B’) 
X0rn.d (A, A’) - Xom&(FA, B’). 
Then Fil F is an exact DG category and a morphism (u, v) of Z” Fil F is invertible in 
the stable category iff u and c become invertible in the stable categories of ,d resp. 3. 
2.3. DG finctors between exact DG categories 
Let 39 and 9I’ be exact DG categories and let F : .4? + d’ be a DG functor. Recall 
from [ 18, 1 .l, 1.21 that this means in particular that F is k-linear. 
Lemma. For each A, B E a, n E Z and j’~ Z’ .%(A, B) there are canonical isomorphisms 
F(A[n]) 1 (FA)[n] and F(Cone(f)) : Cone(F,f). 
Proof. We use the terminology of [ 18, 6.11. Define the a’-g’-bimodule X by X(A,B) = 
%(A, FB) for A ES?‘, BE $9. Clearly the functor TX : Dif .% ---t Dif 3’ admits canonical 
isomorphisms as in the claim. Now we have a canonical isomorphism TYY G YF. 
Whence the claim. 0 
2.4. Localization pairs 
A localization pair 99 is an exact DG category .8r endowed with a full subcategory 
,%o c %?r such that Z” 990 is an exact subcategory of Z” &It which is stable under shifts 
and closed under extensions. Then 9& identifies with a full triangulated subcategory of 
S$r. This suffices for the localization SIr/& to be well-defined (it is not necessary for - -- 
20 to be Cpaisse; the kernel of the quotient functor 331 + .%1/930 is the Cpaisse closure - - -- 
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of go). By definition, the triangulated category associated with the localization pair 
$3 is 
For example, if J& is an exact k-linear category, then the pair consisting of %Ybd 
and of its subcategory of acyclic complexes is a localization pair and the associated 
triangulated category is the derived category of JZZ. 
Similarly, if A is a DG algebra, then dgfree A endowed with the zero subcategory is a 
localization pair (which will also be denoted by dgfreeA). The associated triangulated 
category is equivalent to a full subcategory of the category perA of perfect objects 
(= compact objects = small objects [ 19, 7.101) in the derived category 9A. Moreover, 
each perfect object is a direct factor (in 9A) of an object of dgfreeA (this follows 
from the proof of the theorem of Ravenel-Neeman [29,31], as explained in [lS, 5.21). 
A DG k-module A4 is flat (resp. closed) if M@k N (resp. .%%m~(A4, N)) is acyclic 
for each (possibly unbounded) acyclic DG k-module N. A DG category & is flat if 
d(A,B) is a flat DG k-module for all A, BE&‘. A localization pair $8 is flat if 20, 
and hence 81, are flat DG categories. Similarly, one defines the notion of closed DC 
category and closed localization pair. 
The mixed complex associated with a flat localization pair g is the cone 
C(a) := Cone (C($Is) + C(Bl )). 
The definition of C(a) for an arbitrary localization pair g will be given in Section 3.9. 
If $8 and a’ are localization pairs, an exact functor F: @+ 93 is an exact functor 
5?; 4 a, taking a’I, to go. Such a functor induces a triangulated functor 
and a morphism C(F) : C(@) --f C(g) in the category of mixed complexes (and there- 
fore in the mixed derived category). 
Theorem. (a) IfA is a DG algebra over k, there is a canonical isomorphism C(A) -L 
C(dgfree A) in the mixed derived category. 
(b) If F : 93’ -+ 93 is an exact functor between localization pairs such that F induces 
an equivalence up to factors 9+&T’ + .TS?, then F induces an isomorphism C(@) 2 
C(3) in the mixed derived category. 
(c) If we have exact functors between localization pairs 
such that the sequence of triangulated categories 
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is exuct up to jtictors, then there is a canonical triangle 
C(@) c(F) C(G) 
. 1 
- C(B) - c(,&,) c(FLJ) - C(&‘)[ I] 
in the mixed derived category. 
The theorem will be proved in Section 4.11. 
2.5. Example: Dual numbers 
Let k be a field and A=~[E]/(E~). Using the above theorem we will compute 
C(modA). Consider the following categories: the category 33 of bounded complexes 
over mod A; the category B’ of right bounded complexes over mod A which are acyclic 
in all degrees <O; the smallest full subcategory 93” of .B’ closed under shifts and de- 
greewise split extensions and containing the complex 
P=(...A &.A &AiO+O...), 
where the last component A is in degree 0. Then 3 gives rise to a localization pair 
if we consider it together with its full subcategory of acyclic complexes and similarly 
for .a’ and 99”. We denote these localization pairs by the same symbols. Then clearly 
the inclusion functors 
induce equivalences in the associated triangulated categories. Finally, we have Y&?” c 
&’ and this category is generated by P as a triangulated category. Now consider 
B = k[ 7’1 as a differential graded algebra with differential zero where the generator T 
is of (cohomological) degree 1. Then we have a morphism of DG algebras 
cp :B 4 XomA (P, P) 
mapping 7’ to the morphism P ---f P[ l] which is the identity in all degrees except 0. The 
morphism cp is in fact a quasi-isomorphism. Hence the functor Q H Q 18~ P induces an 
equivalence from Y(degree B) onto Y.9’. It follows from the theorem of Section 2.4 
that we have isomorphisms 
C(modA) L C(3”) c C(B), 
in the mixed derived category. For example, we have Mf *(mod A) 1 HH*(B) Q 
A 8 B as graded k-modules, where T is of (homological) degree - 1 and a of degree 0. 
2.6. E.uumple: jinite-dimensional ulgebrus 
Let k be a field and A a finite-dimensional algebra over k. If A is of finite global 
dimension, we have C(mod A) z C(A) by the example of Section 1.6. In the general 
case, let S,, . . S, be a system of representatives of the simple A-modules and P a 
projective resolution of the direct sum of the Si. Put B = -Y?omA(P, ). Note that the 
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homology of B is the Ext-algebra 
$ Ext;(S;, Si). 
Lj 
Then the argument of the example of Section 2.5 shows that we have an isomorphism 
C(modA) 2 C(B) 
in the mixed derived category. J. Rickard asks: Are there finite-dimensional algebras 
A such that some HH, (modA) or HC, (modA) is infinite-dimensional ? 
2.7. Mayer- Vietoris squares und triangles 
A triangle functor F : F -+ F” is a localization functor if it induces an equivalence 
F/ ker F G .Y”. A square of triangle functors 
is a Mayer-Vietoris square if all four functors are localization functors and the induced 
triangle functor ker G ---f ker L is an equivalence. 
Theorem. Let 
F G 
g .-, g ___3 g” 
be a diagram of localization pairs and exact functors such that in the associated 
triangulated categories, the lines induce exact sequences and the right hand square 
induces a Mayer-Vietoris square. Then if 6 denotes the composition 
c(v,,) (7(K,L), c(@)[ll c(H’)“‘-; c(g’)[ 11 C(F)“1 - C(W[ll 
(which is well dejmed in the mixed derived category), the sequence 
C(2) 5 C(2”) @? C(%) J+ C(W’) A C(~:)[ll, 
where 
B = [CW”), W)l, 
is a trhngle (the Mayer-Vietoris triangle associated with the square). 
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The theorem will be proved in Section 4.11. The corresponding Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence in homology can of course be derived from the homology sequence obtained 
from the localization theorem. However, the existence of a functorial Mayer-Vietoris 
rriungko does not follow from the existence of triangles for localizations. 
3. Homotopy and localization 
3.1. Homofopy between morphisms qf DG algrhrus 
Let k be a commutative ring. Let x,/J : A 4 B be morphisms of DG algebras. An 
x-[Mericution qf’ degree r is a morphism d : A ---f B of graded k-modules which is 
homogeneous of degree r and satisfies 
d($lJ)= d(x)B(y) + (-l)“‘r(x)d(y) 
for all x E A” , _v E A. For example, the map 3 -/I is an a-b-derivation of degree 0. An 
homotopJ> from r to fl is an a-P-derivation h of degree -1 such that 
x - [j=dBh + hdA. 
The morphism 3 is homotopic to /j if there is an homotopy from x to b. Clearly 
homotopy is a bifunctorial equivalence relation on the set of morphisms from A to B. 
An homotopy equioulence is a morphism which becomes invertible after quotienting 
the category of DG algebras by the homotopy relation. 
For a given DG algebra B, there is a ‘universal’ pair of homotopic morphisms 
pl, p: : B’ + B constructed as follows: L.et Y = B[- I] viewed as a B-B-bimodule. Note 
that the right action of B on Y is right B-multiplication whereas the left action is 
twisted left B-multiplication: 
x.L’ = (- I pxy, ytBP, xcBY 
and that dR[__ll = - ds. Let B’ be the algebra of upper triangular matrices 
B Y 
( > 0 B 
View B’ as a subalgebra of the graded endomorphism algebra of B@B[l] and as such, 
endow it with the differential given by the supercommutator with 
d 1 
( 1 0 -d 
Then B’ is a DG algebra (it is a subalgebra of the graded endomorphism algebra of 
the mapping cone over the identity of B). The two diagonal projections p,, p2 : B’ 4 B 
are DG algebra morphisms and the map 
ho : 
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is an homotopy from p1 to ~2. It is universal in the sense that if h is an homotopy 
from a to p : A + B, then the map 
is a morphism of DG algebras such that p1 “J = tl, p2y = /I and ho7 = h and clearly it 
is the unique morphism with these properties. 
Note that both pi are homotopy equivalences of the underlying chain complexes and 
that the diagonal map 
is a DG algebra morphism satisfying PI 6 = 1~ = p2 6. 
Hence if F is a functor defined on the category of DG algebras which inverts 
morphisms inducing homotopy equivalences of the underlying chain complexes, then 
F(6) is invertible and we have F(p,) =F(pz) and hence F(a)= F(P) for each pair 
of homotopic morphisms. In particular, homotopic morphisms A ---f B induce the same 
morphism C(A) --f C(B) in the mixed derived category. We leave it to the reader as 
an exercise to provide a direct proof of this fact. 
3.2. Resolutions of DG algebrus 
Let k be a commutative ring. Let A be a DG k-algebra. Recall that by definition, 
A is flat if A @k N is acyclic for each (possibly unbounded) acyclic DG k-module N. 
This is the case for example if A is closed as a DG k-module, i.e. Xomk(A, N) is 
acyclic for each acyclic complex N (cf. [19, 7.51). 
A flat (resp. closed) resolution of A is a morphism of DG algebras cp: B--i A in- 
ducing an isomorphism in homology and such that B is flat (resp. closed) as a DG 
k-module. Part (a) of the following lemma is well-known for the case of DG algebras 
concentrated in negative degrees [23, 5.3.61. 
Using part (a) of the lemma we define the mixed complex ussociuted with A to be 
C(A) = C(B) where cp : B + A is any flat resolution. Thanks to parts (b) and (c) of the 
lemma, C(A) is well-defined up to canonical isomorphism in g&‘ix and functorial with 
respect to morphisms of DG algebras. This definition can easily be generalized from 
DG algebras to small DG categories (Left to the reader. Homotopy is defined only 
between functors which coincide on objects, and quasi-isomorphisms between small 
DG k-categories are required to induce bijections between objects). 
Note that the lemma shows that in the category of DG algebras and homotopy classes 
of morphisms, the class of quasi-isomorphisms admits a calculus of right fractions [8] 
and that the corresponding localization is equivalent to its full subcategory whose 
objects are the closed DG algebras. 
Lemma. (a) There is u closed (hence Jut) resolution cp :B + A. 
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(b) Each diagram of’ DG algebras 
27 
where cp is a quasi-isomorphism, 
homotopy 
/ 
B’ A B 
can be completed to a square commutative up to 
where g? is a quasi-isomorphism. 
(c) Zf a,/?:A+A’ and y:A’4A” are morphisms of DG algebras such that y is 
a quasi-isomorphism and ya is homotopic to yfl, then there is a closed resolution 
cp : B -+ A such that strp is homotopic to fkp. 
Proof. (a) We endow the category of DG k-modules with the following exact structure 
(cf. [24, XII; 151): A sequence 
is a conflation iff the sequences 
O+K”-+L”-+M”+O, 
and 
are exact for all n E Z. Then the class .F formed by all direct sums of shifted copies 
of the DG modules (=complexes) 
. ..O+k+()... and . ..O-+k Lk-tt)... 
contains enough projectives. Choose a deflation po : VO + A with 6 E 9. Let Bo = 
T( V,) be the DG tensor algebra on I$, and cpo :Bo --f A the morphism extending PO. 
Clearly cpo :Bo + A is still a deflation. Choose a morphism pl : V, + Bo with V, E 9 
which induces a deflation onto the kernel of cpo. Let B1 be the DG algebra obtained by 
endowing the free product Bo *k T( V, [ 11) with the unique differential whose restriction 
to Bo is the differential of Bo and whose restriction to Vr[l] is -dK +pl. Let cp1 :B1 --f A 
be the unique morphism of algebras whose restriction to Bo is cpo and whose restriction 
to V, [l] vanishes. Then cp1 is compatible with the differential. Continuing in this way 
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we obtain a direct system BP, p E N, of DC algebras and a compatible family of 
morphisms qP : BP + A. We let B = lim BP and take cp : B 4 A to be the morphism 
induced by the (pp. Then B is closedzndeed, each BP is closed and B fits into the 
Milnor triangle 
where @ has the components 
BP ‘1’ BP $ BP+1 c $ Bq, z = incl. 
qEN 
Clearly q is a deflation. It is easy to see that it induces in fact an isomorphism in 
homology. 
(b) Choose a surjective morphism p: V + A with contractible V E 9. Then the 
inclusion B + B *k T(V) is an homotopy equivalence and the morphism B *k T(V) -+ A 
defined by cp and p is a surjective resolution. Therefore we may and will assume that 
cp : B -+ A is surjective. Form the pullback diagram 
A’ .I A. 
Then clearly cp’ is a quasi-isomorphism. 
(c) We may and will assume that y: A’-+A ” is a deflation (cf. the proof of (b). 
Let m : A--t A” be a homotopy from ya to y/3. As in the proof of (a), we choose a 
deflation po : VO ---f A with Va E 9, we let Bo = I”( Vo) and take cpa :Bo + A to be the 
morphism induced by PO. Since y is a deflation, the morphism mp, equals ‘J!z~ for some 
hb : 6 + A’ which is homogeneous of degree - 1. By construction, the composition of 
ccpo - /?po - dhb - h$ with y vanishes. Since ker y is acyclic and VO E 9, there is an 
hi : VO t ker y c A’ such that clpo - bpo - dhh - h@ = dh{ + hgd. We put ho = 13; + I$’ 
and LXO = clcpo, PO = /$o. We extend ho to an ra-Pa-derivation ha : Bo -+ A’ of degree 
- 1. Now we choose a morphism PI : VI + Bo with VI in g inducing a deflation onto 
ker cpo. We define B1, q1, ctl and br as in the proof of (a). We will now construct an 
homotopy hr between CII and pt. Note first that we have 
0 = (a0 - PO) 0 p1 =dhop1 + hOdPI = 4hOPl) + (hop1 )d. 
So hop1 defines a morphism of complexes 6 [I] ---f A’. We claim that its image is con- 
tained in ker y. Indeed, we have yho = mcpo since both are yaa-y&derivations of degree 
- 1 which coincide on VO. Therefore, we have ‘/hop, = mcpopl = 0, as we claimed. Since 
fi belongs to 8 and ker y is acyclic, we can choose a graded morphism h’, : VI [l] --+ A’ 
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of degree - 1 such that dh’, + h’,d~,t~~ = - hop,. We now define ht :Bo *k T( P’j[l]) to 
be the unique x,-PI-derivation of degree -1 which restricts to ho on Ba and to hi on 
V,[l]. It is then easy to check that XI ~ PI and d/z, + hid coincide on Ba and &[I] 
and hence on Bt = Bo ck T( VI [ 11). 
Continuing in this way, we obtain a direct system as in the proof of a), and in 
addition we have a compatible family of graded morphisms h, of degree - 1. We 
define B = lim BP and let cp: B + A be the morphism induced by the ‘pp. Then the 
morphism induced by the h,, yields a homotopy between rep and /Iv. q 
3.3. Homotopy between jimctors 
Let k be a commutative ring and .&, 98 small exact DG categories. Let F, G : aI -+ J9 
be DG functors. 
An a-homotopy from F to G is the datum of a morphism of DG functors x : F 4 G 
such that ~4 is an inflation of Z” 28 which becomes invertible in HO.98 for all A E .(i/. 
A h-homotopy from F to G is the datum of 
l a morphism VA : FA --f GA of Z” g which becomes invertible in Ho.%7 for all A E .n/ 
(but which will not be functorial in A, in general) 
l a morphism of graded k-modules homogeneous of degree -1 
h = h(A, B) : .&(A, B) + @FA, GB) 
for all A, B E .d such that we have 
(vB)(Ff‘) - (Gf’)(vlA)=d(h(f’)) + h(d(f’)), 
~(J’g)=N.fW’g) +(-l)“(Gf)h(g) 
for all composable morphisms f ,g of XI, where f is of degree n. 
A c-homotopy from F to G is an isomorphism from F to G in Rep(,d,Z#). 
Let x =a, h or c. We write N,~ for the smallest equivalence relation containing all 
pairs (F, G) such that there is an x-homotopy from F to G. Using statement (a) of the 
following lemma, we define F to be homotopic to G if we have F wg G for x = a, 6, c. 
Lemma. (a) The relations wCL, oh und wC coincide. 
(b) There is a universal pair PI, PZ : 39’ + 29 of a-homotopic DC jiinctors (i.e. ,fLw 
euch puir F, G : .d + .zI qf’ a-homotopic jimctors there is u Junctor @ : d + 9 such 
that PI @ = F, P2 Q, = G). Moreover, there is a DG jimctor D: B+ 3’ such that 
PI D = 1.8 = PZ D und D induces UN equivalence in the ussociuted stuble cutegorirs 
und an isomorphism of DG k-modules 
,~(A,B) --t W’(DA,DB) 
ftir ull A,BES. 
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Proof. (a) If CI : F --f G is an a-homotopy, then by putting VA = MA and h(A,B) = 0 
for all A, B E d we obtain a b-homotopy. Now suppose that we have an arbitrary 
b-homotopy (oh) from F to G. Consider the sequences 
GA4ZA+(FA)[l], AE~ 
where IA =Cone(yA). By the assumption on VA, the term IA is a zero object of g. 
We will now make A H IA into a DG functor d + 8 such that the above sequence 
becomes a sequence of DG functors. This will clearly imply that F is isomorphic to 
G in Rep(d,a). To define the morphisms 
&(A, B) --f S?(ZA, ZB) 
we identify 3?(ZA,ZB) with the module of matrices 
[ 
SJ( GA, GB) @(FA[ 11, GB) N 1 [ @GA, GB) SJ(FA, GB)[-l] g(GA,FB[I]) &I(FA[l],FB[l]) - a(GA,FB[l]) 1 &?(FA,FB) ’ 
Then the morphism &(A, B) --f 9J(ZA, ZB) is given by 
It is easy to check that this defines a morphism of complexes and a functor which is 
moreover compatible with the above sequences. 
Finally, suppose that F is isomorphic to G in Rep(&,B). Then we apply Lemma 3.5 
below to 9# = Fun(d, &Y) and to the class C of morphisms cp such that (PA is invertible 
in &9 for all A E d’. We conclude that there is a finite sequence connecting F to G 
and consisting of inflations of Fun(&,g) which become invertible in Rep(d,@ This 
clearly implies F wn G. 
(b) Let 98’ be the full exact DG subcategory of Fil SS’ (cf. Example 2.2(f)) whose 
objects are the inflations i : B1 -+ B2 which become invertible in g. The DG functors 
~i:SJ’+~, iHBi, j=1,2, 
D:.%+@, Bw(BAB). 
satisfy the claim. Let c( be an a-homotopy from F to G. Then clearly 
@:&d-t@, A++(FA ++ GA) 
satisfies PI @=F, P2 @= G. 0 
3.4. Homotopy invariance (exact DG categories) 
Let d and 9 be small exact DG categories and 
that F is a resolution if F induces an equivalence 
F : d + 33 a DG fimctor. We say 
&-&?. It is a pure resolution if 
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moreover F induces a quasi-isomorphism 
,d(A, B) @ V + W(FA, FB) @ V 
for each DG k-module V, and all A, B E 2. Note that if F is a resolution and &‘, ,# 
are flat, then F is automatically a pure resolution. 
Lemma. (a) If F is a pure resolution, then F induces an isomorphism C(.d) --7‘ C(2) 
in 9. Kix. 
(b) Two homotopic DG jimctors :d + 2 induce the sume morphism C(.c9) + C(2) 
in 9.Kix. 
Proof. (a) Let d’ be the full DG category of 9 formed by the objects FA, A E XI. 
The assumption that F induces a quasi-isomorphism 
&(A, B) Q, V + W(FA, FB) @ V 
for each DG k-module V, and all A, B E 28 implies that F induces a quasi-isomorphism 
C(,&) ---) C(&‘). The DG category version of Lemma 1.2 of [19] implies that the 
inclusion d’ c :% induces a quasi-isomorphism C( .cJ’) + C(a). 
(b) This follows from (a) and Lemma 3.3(b). Cl 
3.5. komorphisms in localizations 
If % is a small category, we denote by Iso ‘6 the category with the same objects as 
Y and whose morphisms are the isomorphisms of % and by Quot fg the localization of 
‘6 at the class of all morphisms. 
Let B be a Frobenius category and C a multiplicative system [34] in g. Let XI denote 
the category whose objects are those of B and whose morphisms are the inflations of 
8 which become invertible in &[C-‘I. 
Lemma. The canonical jknctor Quot(Yz) ----) Iso(g[C-‘I) is an isomorphism qf 
categories. 
Proof. Let & be the category whose objects are those of 6 and whose morphisms 
are those of g which become invertible in &CP’]. Then, since C admits a calculus 
of fractions, the canonical ftmctor Quot(&) + Iso(g[C-‘1) is an isomorphism. So it 
remains to be proved that the canonical functor Quot(.Yz) + Quot(&) is an isomor- 
phism. Let Q denote the class of morphisms of .Yz which become invertible in 6. 
Clearly Quot(Yz) identifies with Quot(#x[E’]). So it is enough to prove that the 
canonical functor F : Yz[Q-‘] + & is an isomorphism. We will construct an inverse 
G to this functor. 
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Let Q : #, + Jz[W’] be the quotient functor. Let f :X -t Y be a morphism of J&. 
Choose an inflation i :X + I with injective I. Consider the morphisms 
f 
[ 1 :X+Y@Z and :X+Y@Z. i 
Define 
Let us show that this does not depend on the choice of the inflation i. Indeed, let 
i’ :X -+ I’ be another inflation with injective I’. The claim will follow once we prove 
that the following diagram becomes commutative after applying Q 
We have to prove that 
Q( [i]) =Q( [:I) =Q( [{I), 
To show the first equality, choose j:l +I’ such that i’ = ji. Then [f i i’]’ is the 
composition of [f i 01’ followed by 
s=ly@ 
lf 0 
[ 1 .i l/f . 
The functor Q maps s to the identity of Y @ Z @ I’ since its composition with ry is 
the identity and Q( I y ) is invertible. The second equality is proved similarly. Now let 
us show that G(gy) = G(a)G(f). Indeed, this now follows from the commutativity of 
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the diagram 
[ .f iI’ u 
X-Y@3I -Z@I@J 
where j : Y 4 J is an inflation with injective J and 
u= [i :I] and c’= E i]. 
0 
J 
The fact that G(lx)= lcx follows from G(Ix)= G(li)= G(lx)’ because G(lx) is 
invertible (it is a composition of two isomorphisms of 6.). This means that we have 
Q([l$ =Q([b\]) 
if f :X + Y and i :X + I is an inflation with injective I. We will use this to show 
that G(T) = Q(f) if f is an inflation which becomes invertible in &[C-‘I. Indeed, in 
this case, we have i = jf for some j : Y + I. Therefore 
[{]=[i/l=[:‘]o./ 
and 
Q([~;])=Q([';])oQCf)=Q([;])oQCfl 
which implies that 
G(7j=Q([1~]j’oQ([:]) =Q<f>. 
If follows that G is full. But clearly, the composition FG is the identity of &. Thus, 
F and G are inverse isomorphisms. 0 
3.6. Resolutions of exact DG categories 
Let k be a commutative ring and ,d a small exact DG category. A DG functor 
F: d + .d is a flat (resp. closed) resolution if it is a resolution Section 3.4 and 98 is 
a flat (resp. closed) exact DG category (Section 2.4). 
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By definition, the mixed complex associated with d is C(g), where g---f d is a 
flat resolution. By Lemma 3.4 and the following lemma, this is well-defined up to 
canonical isomorphism in S_Mix and functorial with respect to .c4. 
Lemma. (a) Each exact DG category d admits a closed resolution .%I+.&. 
(b) Each diagram of exact DG categories and DG functors 
where F is a resolution, may be completed to a square 
which is commutative up to homotopy and where F’ is a resolution. 
(c) Suppose that K, L : d + .d’ are DG functors and there is a DG functor G : d’ 
+ d” inducing a stable equivalence & s& and such that GK is homotopic to 
GL. Then there is a closed resolution F : B + d such that KF is homotopic to LF. 
Proof. (a) We imitate the proof of Section 3.2(a): We choose a deflation 
PO = po(A,B): WA@ -+ .w,w 
with &(A, B) E 9 for all A, B E ~2. We let 980 = T( VO) be the category with the same 
objects as JA? and whose morphisms A + B are parametrized by the direct sum of the 
h(B,_,,B)@ VO(Bn-2,Bn-118 ... @ WA,BI)> 
where BI , . . . , B,_, runs through all finite sequences of objects of JZZ, n > 0. We let 
F. : $30 4 d be the fimctor extending po etc. 
This construction yields a DG functor F’ : 39’ --f d which is bijective on objects and 
induces quasi-isomorphisms 
@(A, B) + &(F’A, F’B) 
for all A, B E 93’. The DG category 98’ is closed but will not be exact, in general. 
We put 99=dgfree@ and let F: B + d be the functor induced by F’ (cf. Example 
2.2(c)). 
(b) In a first step, we will replace F by a functor which induces deflations in 
the morphism spaces and a surjection of the object sets. Indeed, let 98’ be the full 
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subcategory of Fil F (cf. Example 2.2(e)) formed by the pairs (B, i : FB -+A) where i 
becomes invertible in g. Then the functors 
a+@, B-(B,l:FB+FB) 
98+9, (B,i:FB+A)wB 
are inverse to each other up to homotopy and the functor 
F’::%l’+.d, (B,i:FB+A)++A 
is surjective on objects. Using the method of the proof of Section 3.2(b) we can modify 
it so as to induce deflations of the morphism spaces. Let us therefore assume that F is 
surjective on objects and induces deflations of the morphism spaces. For each object A’ 
of XI’, we choose a preimage G’A’ of GA’ under F. Now let B9/ be the category with 
the same objects as d’ and whose morphism spaces are given by pullback diagrams 
#(A’,,A;) - a’( G’A’, , G’A;) 
&“(A; ,A;) - d( GA’, , GA;). 
Then 4Y is an exact DG category and the obvious fimctors F’ : W’ + s-d’ and G’ : &’ 
+ 49 yield a commutative diagram as in the claim. 
(c) As in the proof of (b) we may and will assume that K induces surjections of 
the morphism sets and deflations in the morphism spaces. Using Section 3.3 we may 
assume that we have a b-homotopy (q, h) : GK -+ CL. 
For all A, B E d, choose a deflation po : &(A, B) + &‘(A, B) and let BO = T( h) and 
FO : 20 + d be the functor extending po as in the proof of (a). 
For each A E go, choose a morphism 
GA : KFoA + LFoA 
of Z”.d such that G(fA) = yA (this is possible, since G induces deflations in the 
morphism spaces). Let A, B E 390. Since G induces a deflation, there is a morphism hI, 
such that the following diagram becomes commutative 
h;, 
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Then the morphism 
vo(AB) + d’(KA, LB), a H (iiB)(KQ) - (La)(riA) - 4%(a)) - %(O)) 
factors through the acyclic subcomplex ker G C JzZ’(KA,LB). Since &(A,B) belongs 
to F, it equals 055: + hid for some hi: &(A, B) + ker G c .d’(KA, LB). We put 
ho = hh + hi. We can then extend ho uniquely to & in such a way that (6, ho) defines a 
b-homotopy from KFo to LFo. Now we construct 931 as in the proof of (a) by choosing 
morphisms pI : V, (A, B) + S&(,4, B) inducing deflations onto the kernel of 
and letting .Bt = 930 *k T( Vt [l]). To extend ho to 391 we first note that we have 
0 = (@N@‘of) - (LFof)(iiA) = d(ho( f)) -t ho(d(f)) 
for S belonging to the kernel of Fo. So hop, defines a morphism of complexes 
fi [1] + &‘(KA,LB). Moreover, its composition with G vanishes. 
Y,(A,B) + kerG 
PI I 
WOMB) ho 
FO I I G 
&(A. B) - czl”( GKA, GLB) 
h 
So it factors through ker G, which is acyclic, and since h [ 1] belongs to 9, we have 
hop] =dh; + h&t, 
for some morphism h’, : fi[l] -+ .d’(KA,LB) of degree -1. We can then define a unique 
6-homotopy (q, hl ) from KFI to LF, : 281 + d by requiring that hl restricts to ha on 
80 and to h’, on K[l]. By iterating this construction we obtain a direct system of 
DG categories g8, and a compatible family of b-homotopies (q, hP) from KF, to LF,. 
Passage to the limit yields the result. 0 
3.7. Morphisms of mixed complexes 
Let Aor.Aix be the category of morphisms Ct --) C2 of mixed complexes. If we iden- 
tify a mixed complex with a DG A-module as in Section 1.2, a morphism f : Cl --f C2 
of mixed complexes may be identified with the DG module Ct @ C2 over the DG 
algebra 
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where ei2 acts by (cl, ~2) H (0, S(q)). Using this identification we view AorAix as 
a category of DG modules and we define BA?‘or.b!ix to be the associated derived 
category. Note that a morphism of 9A’or.,4ix is invertible iff both of its components 
are invertible in 24’ix. 
3.8. Homotopy invuriance (localization pairs) 
Let k be a commutative ring. Let F, G : 2 + W’ be exact functors between local- 
ization pairs. By definition, F is homotopic to G if the underlying exact hmctors 
.A?, + &{ are homotopic (Section 3.3). The fttnctor F is a pure (resp. closed, resp. 
flat) resolution if this holds for the induced functors 2#i + .%{ and 2#a + 2#6. 
For a localization pair a’= (2a,%t), the object Cm(s) E 9Mor.Aix is defined to 
be the morphism 
C(.W,) + C(2?,) 
of Zf’ix. This is clearly functorial in 3. 
Lemma. (a) Zf F is a pure resolution, then F induces an isomorphism Cm(a) -3 
Cm(#) in L2Aor.Aix. 
(b) IJ‘ F, G : A? + 93’ are homotopic, they induce the same morphism Cm(B) --f 
Cm(#) in LI@!.,&orAix. 
Proof. Statement (a) follows from Section 3.4 and the fact that a morphism of 
2A’orLMix is invertible iff its two components are invertible. 
(b) Suppose that we have an a-homotopy between F : 931 ----f 3’; and F’: 2?1 4 93;. 
Then we do not necessarily have F’(Bo) c 27~. However, suppose that $?!:, is saturated 
in .#‘I, i.e. the image of @, in 3 is closed under isomorphisms. Then we do have 
F/(3’“) c .2$. Now for any A?; c $3{, there is a saturation sat(B~)C 27; and by (a), 
the inclusion yields an isomorphism Cm(2$, 2;) 1 Cm(sat(9$,),6!$). So we may 
assume that 2; is saturated and then the claim is proved by a variant of the proof of 
Lemma 3.4(b). 0 
3.9. Resolutions of localizution pairs 
If .d = (~~20, ,di ) is a localization pair, a (,jlat resp. closed) resolution of d is a 
morphism of localization pairs 27 + d such that &Ji + ZZJ, and 2Ja + do are (flat resp. 
closed) resolutions of exact DG categories. 
Using part (a) of the following lemma, for a localization pair &, we define the object 
Cm(.&‘) to be Cm(B), where a + ,F9 is a flat resolution. Thanks to Section 3.8 and the 
lemma, this is well-defined up to canonical isomorphism in 9AorAix and functorial 
in ,&. The mixed complex associated with ~2 is defined to be Cone(Cm(&)). 
If .d is a (not necessarily flat) exact category, the mixed complex of A is defined 
to be the mixed complex associated with the localization pair .&cbd c Vb.d. 
Lemma. (a) For euch localization pair J&‘, there is u closed resolution F : 98 + .d. 
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(b) Each diagram of localization pairs 
I F 
G 
d’ - d 
where F is a resolution, may he completed to a square 
where F’ is a resolution and GF’ is homotopic to FG’. 
(c) Suppose that K,L : d + d’ are exact functors between localization pairs and 
there is an exact functor G : d’ -+ d” which is a resolution of ~2” and such that GK 
is homotopic to GL. Then there is a resolution F: .&I + d such that KF is homotopic 
to LF. 
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.8. For example, 
to prove (a), we choose a 
do under FL. 0 
4. Completion, cokernels 
flat resolution Fl : 991 --+ &‘I and let &??a be the preimage of 
4.1. The categories Mb and .A? 
Let U be a universe containing an infinite set. A category %? is a U-category if it 
is small and the set %‘(X, Y) belongs to U for all X, Y E W. It is U-small if the set of 
its morphisms belongs to U. It has U-coproducts if each family (Xi)iEl of objects of 
%? indexed by a set I of U admits a coproduct in %‘. 
Fix k a commutative ring belonging to U. The ‘strict’ category ~2’$. has as objects 
the U-small exact DG categories. Its morphisms are the DG functors. The homotopy 
category A!& is obtained from J&‘$. by identifying homotopic DG fimctors. Finally, 
the category db is obtained from ~2’~~~ b by localization at the class of DG mnctors 
inducing equivalences in the stable categories. In Section 3.6, we have shown that this 
class admits a calculus of right fractions [S] and we have constructed the cyclic functor 
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A triangulated category Y is compactly U-generated if it is a U-category having 
U-coproducts and admitting a family (Xi)iE,, I E U, of compact objects such that Y 
coincides with its smallest triangulated subcategory containing all X, and stable under 
U-coproducts. In this case, the family (Xi) is a family of U-genrrators of 9. Such a 
category is Karouhian (as shown in [2]), i.e. idempotents split in .Y. 
Let .d be a U-small DG category. Let ,d+ be the DG category of all DG modules P 
such that P is closed and P(A) belongs to U for all A E .d. Then .d+ is an exact DG 
category and the associated stable category & is a compactly U-generated triangulated 
category. This results by inspection of the proofs from Section 3 of [ 181. 
The assignment d H d+ is functorial in the following sense: Let ,&‘,a be U- 
small DG categories and F: .d + .?i? a DG functor. Then the tensor product by the 
bimodule (A, B) H .W(B, FA) yields an induced functor F’ : .d+ + &+ well-defined up 
to canonical isomorphism. The associated functor .d+*& preserves compactness 
and commutes with arbitrary coproducts. If F induces an equivalence in the stable 
categories, then so does F+. 
We denote by JYsIy the category whose objects are the exact DG U-categories 
.d such that 4 is compactly U-generated. The morphisms of L.@Ystr a e DG functors 
F : .d + .& such that the induced functor & + g preserves compactness and commutes 
with arbitrary coproducts. The category &j?tP is obtained from J?‘~~, by identifying ho- 
motopic DG functors. Finally, the category .&’ is the localization of _&‘/,,,, at the class 
of DG functors inducing equivalences in the stable categories. As for .,flb, this class 
admits a calculus of right fractions by Section 3.6. 
An exact DG category .d is stably Karouhian if & is Karoubian. If d is a DG 
category in I if”, then .d+ is stably Karoubian since .d+ is compactly U-generated. 
Clearly, there is a minimal Karoubian triangulated subcategory &kar of .df containing 
A. If we let .EZ~~~ be the preimage of &‘kar in ;d+, then the stable category of JZ& is 
clearly isomorphic to &xar. However, J&J&, will not be U-small in general. Therefore, 
define &kar to be a minimal full subcategory of .d/,,, containing .d such that 
(a) .tikar is closed under shifts and mapping cones, 
(b) for each A E ZZC!‘~~~ and each idempotent e of &(A, A), _dKar contains objects 
A’ and A” which in & become isomorphic to the kernel and the image of e. 
Then clearly $1~~~ is U-small and its stable category is still equivalent to &‘kar. In 
particular, it is stably Karoubian. By the theorem of Neeman-Ravenel (Section 4.12), 
&‘kar is in fact equivalent to the subcategory of compact objects of .d+ -. 
Let c h/kar be the full subcategory of .&” whose objects are the stably Karoubian 
categories. 
Proposition. The .fimctor 
admits u fully faithful right adjoint 99~ ~8”. The functors szl H &+ and a++ 8” 
induce quasi-inverse equivalences J&$.,~ z .4!. 
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The proposition shows that F+ : aI+ -+ W+ is invertible in .A’ iff F is an equivalence 
up to factors. For d in A@, we have a canonical isomorphism &‘xar 2 (A@)‘. 
In particular, we have an equivalence up to factors 
For 57 E A’, we define the mixed complex 
C(B) := C(P). 
This means that C(g) = C(9) for some U-small stably Karoubian DC subcategory 
9 c g containing a set of compact U-generators for $$. Since for JZ! E Mb, the canon- 
ical morphism .d + &xar induces an isomorphism C(&) --f C(&kar), we have an iso- 
morphism 
C(d) = C(d+ > 
which is functorial in d E Mb. 
Proof of the proposition. We construct the right adjoint $8 H P. Let 9J be an object 
of A?‘. Consider the set Cp(.%) of stably Karoubian exact DG subcategories 9%’ of .% 
such that %! is U-small and contains a family of U-generators for &9. The set Cp(&?) is 
non-empty and if 9, W’ belong to Cp(9?) there is 9%“’ E Cp(93) containing both 9 and 
@. By the theorem of Neeman-Ravenel (Section 4.12), the inclusion functors then 
yield equivalences 
We put P = 9? for some % E Cp(i53). This is independent of the choice of 9 up to 
canonical isomorphism. Now let F: .@?I --f 91 be a functor such that F : 9?1 + 242 pre- 
serves compactness and commutes with arbitrary coproducts. We chooses, E ?$(.%l) 
arbitrarily and 92 E Cp(93~) such that F9, c 992. This yields a well-defined morphism 
FC : 937 ---j 93; of A and it is easy to check that 3-H’ is a functor. We will now 
construct a natural transformation 8 +.?P+. By Section 3.6, we may and will assume 
that 99 (and hence P = 9 c GY) is a closed DG category. Let 1 be the .A-9-bimodule 
(X, Y) H 9 (X, Y) and ? -+ 1 a closed resolution over 9 @ .%! such that j(X, Y) E U for 
all X, Y E 9. Since .%! is closed, the DG module A4 @.d i is closed for each W-module 
A4 such that M(X) is a closed DG k-module for all X E ~8. In particular, we have a 
well-defined DC functor 
The associated functor in the stable categories commutes with arbitrary coproducts 
and induces an equivalence of B onto its image in &. So this functor is indeed an 
equivalence g --) e. If F : &?I -+ 982 is a DG fimctor as above, then we have to show 
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that the diagram 
commutes in A’. We will even show that it commutes up to homotopy. Indeed with 
the obvious notations, the canonical morphism 12 -+ZZ yields an isomorphism 
A~(?,X)~~JZ~~, ~2(-,~?)~.~zi2i~l(?,X)~.X, 6 8.#, CR2(-,F?) 
of A?+ for each X E 93,. Now consider the composition 
3 
.8, (?,X) x~~,8, I, 63.&, tiI (-,F?) g,@* i2 + 29, (?,x) cadAl d2(-5~) c3r.+ i2
- .a2 (-,FX) c3,Az r,,
where the first morphism is induced by the canonical morphism !I + II and the second 
by the canonical morphism 
The above composition is clearly invertible in 3: for X E Wt. By infinite devissage, 
this suffices to conclude that it is an isomorphismfor arbitrary X E 3?1. 
Finally, for d E A!kar, we have a canonical isomorphism .d + (S+)” in c 44. Indeed, 
we can take for 9 E Cp(&) the image of the Yoneda embedding A H ,d (?, A). This 
is clearly natural in &E u&tk(Kar. 0 
4.2. Exact sequences in .J?‘~ and .zZ 
be a sequence of A@‘. 
Lemma. The induced sequence 
oid+~g+-ig+io --- 
is exact in 4’ if and only iJ’ the sequence oJ‘ triangulated categories 
0+.&-g-g+o 
is exuct up to ,firctors. 
Proof. By the theorem of Neeman-Ravenel (Section 4.12) the sequence 
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is exact iff the subcategories of compact objects form a sequence which is exact up to 
factors. Now we know that the subcategory of compact objects of & is equivalent to 
6. Clearly, exactness up to factors is preserved by passage between & and &‘kar. 
The claim follows. 0 
4.3. The categories 9’ and 2’ 
This is a relative version of Section 4.1. Let _Yttr denote the category whose objects 
are the localization pairs da c dl with U-small dt. Morphisms are morphisms of 
localization pairs. The category 2?&, is obtained by identifying homotopic morphisms 
and the category 2’ is obtained from J?,,(,, b by localization at the class of morphisms 
F: d -+ 9’ inducing equivalences &i N -+ g;, i = 0,l. In Section 3.9, we have shown - 
that this class admits a calculus of right fractions and we have constructed the functor 
Cm : _Yb -4 9A!orJZix, 222 k+ Cm(&). 
Let Ysrr be the category whose objects are pairs d : ~20 c ~21 of exact DG cat- 
egories belonging to ,&? such that da is saturated, i.e. its image in dt is closed 
under isomorphism. By definition the morphisms & -+ d’ of Tst,. are%G functors 
F : AXI, + d{ of ~2’~~~ such that F&o c ~4;. The category zhtp is obtained from 5Ys,, 
by identifying homotopic functors. The category 55 is deduced from z&, by localizing 
at the class of functors inducing equivalences in the associated stable categories. This 
class admits a calculus of right fractions by Lemma 3.9. 
For a localization pair & = (~~20, &‘I ), we let d+ E 2 be the pair consisting of &T 
and the saturation of the image of &‘t in &‘t. This yields a functor 2” + 2. 
A pair d = (do,&,) of Yh is stably Karoubian if both &‘a and &‘I are sta- 
bly Karoubian. In analogy with Section 4.1, one can construct a canonical morphism 
JZZ --f &kar to a stably Karoubian pair r.&‘kar. The canonical morphism ~2” --j (-OIkar)+ 
is an isomorphism. The following proposition now shows that .d -+ 93kar is universal 
among the morphisms from &’ to an object of 2$,,, the full subcategory of _Ph whose 
objects are the stable Karoubian localization pairs. 
Proposition. The functor 
s?b+Y, d+s&fP 
induces an equivalence P$,, 19. 
The proof of the proposition is a variation on the proof of Section 4.1. Let 28 H W 
denote an quasi-inverse functor. For 28 E 2, we define the object 
Cm(B) := Cm(@). 
This means that Cm(g) = Cm(Y) for a localization pair (Ya,Yr) such that Yi C S8’, is 
a U-small stably Karoubian DG subcategory containing a set of compact U-generators 
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for 3, i = 1,2. As in Section 4.1, we have an isomorphism 
Cm(&!z) = cm(&+) 
which is fknctorial in .d E 9”‘. 
4.4. E,xact sequences qf A&‘~~, 
As in Section 4.1 let U be a universe containing an infinite set and k a commutative 
ring in U. Let the sequence 
Oi.dJ+&5&+0 
of C&‘sstr be exuct, i.e. the following conditions hold: 
(a) We have GF =O. 
(b) The functor F admits a right adjoint DG functor I$, such that the adjunction 
morphism l,,, --f F,F is invertible. 
(c) The functor G admits a right adjoint DG functor G,, such that the adjunction 
morphism GG, + 1% is invertible. 
(d) For each B E 93, the sequence 
FF;,B --j B --f G,)GB 
is a conflation of 3. 
Note that the adjoint functors FP and G, are not required to be morphisms of J?‘~,,.. In 
general, they will induce functors in the stable categories which do not preserve com- 
pactness. However, they commute with arbitrary coproducts by the following lemma. 
Lemma. Let ,Y be a compactly generated trianguluted category, T a triangulated 
category with arbitrary coproducts and F : ,Y ---t YF a triangle functor preserving com- 
puctness and commuting with arbitrary coproducts. If l$ is right adjoint to F, then F;, 
commutes with arbitrary coproducts. Moreover F detects compactness, i.e. un object 
X of’ 9 is compact ifl so is FX. 
Proof. Let A E Y be small and Bi, i E I, a family of Y with I E U. Using the com- 
pactness of FA and A we obtain the following chain of isomorphisms 
Since Y is compactly generated, it follows that FP commutes with coproducts. The 
second assertion is immediate from the faithfulness of F and the fact that it commutes 
with arbitrary coproducts. 0 
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4.5. Exuct sequences of J@,,~~ 
By definition, an exact sequence of A$!j@, is a sequence satisfying the hypothesis of 
part (a) of the following lemma. Note that each exact sequence of A%!$~, yields an exact 
sequence of &YI,,~. 
Lemma. (a) Let d’ z @’ 2 q’ he a sequence of djjltp such that the induced 
sequence of triangulated cutegories 
0-i c4’+@_,@-+0 i - _ 
is exact. Then there is an exact sequence 
of JISI,. and a commutative diagram of &?ht,, 
such that the vertical urrows induce equivalences in the associated stable categories. 
(b) Let .c?i” z 3’ be a morphism of J!htP inducing a ,fully faithful jimctor 
d 4 &. Then there is an exact sequence (F’, G’) of &J,[p. 
Proof. (a) The proof is the one of [19, 6.11. For completeness, we give the construc- 
tion: Let ,d = ~8 and let 8 be the full subcategory of Fil F’ whose objects are the 
pairs (A, i : F’A + B) such that we have 
&‘(FA, cok i) = 0 
for all A E ~2. Let % be the subcategory of SI whose objects are the pairs with A = 0. 
We have the functors 
&!I+2, Aw(A,l:F’A+F’A) 
S#‘i%?‘, (A,i:F’A-+B)++(O,O+coki) 
g i r#’ (A,i:F’A+B)++B 
%+%I, (0,O + C) H G’C. 
This construction also yields a proof of (b). 0 
4.6. Exact sequences of .&’ 
By definition, an exact sequence of AY is a sequence satisfying the hypothesis of 
part (a) of the following: 
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Theorem. (a) Let AZ! z J’ s % ’ be a sequence of’ 4’ such that the induced 
sequence of frianyulated categories 
is exact. Then the morphism F’ is a monomorphism oj’ s K, the morphism G’ is an 
epimorphism and the diugram 
Jf’ M y 
is a pullbuck and a pushout in .R. 
(b) Let .J’ 2 g” be a morphism cf ,K such thut the inducedfinctor @‘+& 
is jiill~’ j&thjiA. Then there i,y an exact sequence (F’, G’) of’ . H. 
Proof. (a) Since ,l’ is obtained from / h?’ hrp by localizing at a class admitting a calculus 
of right fractions, and by Lemma 4.5, we may assume that we have in fact an exact 
sequence of c hZs,, 
Again by the calculus of right fractions, to prove that F is a monomorphism and 
that the above square is Cartesian, it is enough to prove the corresponding assertions in 
Nhtl,. Let 3 E I h’. Recall the category Fun(9’, &‘) from Example 2.2(e). Let ftm(l‘, cti) 
denote the subcategory of fimctors H E Fun(X, .vZ) such that the induced functor in 
the stable categories preserves compactness and commutes with arbitrary coproducts. 
Denote by C the class of morphisms s of the stable category of Fun(%,d) such 
that sS is invertible in & for all X E 3. Clearly this system is compatible with the 
triangulated structure and if H is in fun(J, .&) and s : H + H’ is a morphism of C 
then H’ belongs to fun(f,.d). Let rep(Y”,.ti) denote the localization of the stable 
category of fun(.i)“,.d) at the class of morphisms of C between objects of fun(ZY,.d). 
By what we have just seen, rep(.?“, &) identifies with a full subcategory of Rep(3, $cu’), 
the localization of the stable category of Fun(X,d) at 6. Consider the sequences 
F* c; 
Fun( .!?‘, .?I) - Fun(X,.%I) * - Fun( .iY’, % ) 
i 
fun( X. .d) - fun( .‘r’, .#) - fun( .(r’, % ). 
The functors F* and (Z$)* are a pair of adjoint functors, they are compatible with C 
and the composition (I$)* F* is isomorphic to the identity. Hence F* induces a fully 
faithful functor Rep(?X, .GJ) + Rep(.X, 8). Moreover F* takes rep(X, S) to rep(X, .%). 
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So it induces a fully faithful functor rep(X,d) + rep(%,.%). Now by definition, the 
morphisms from X to ,d of &htP are the isomorphism classes of functors in rep(%, &‘). 
So the map induced by F on the sets of morphisms of J&‘J,~/, is injective and F is a 
monomorphism of JZ’hr,,. Now suppose that we have H E rep(3,9#) such that GH = 0 
in Jz’hrP. Then by the triangles 
FF, HA’ 4 HX + G, GHX --f SFl$, HX, X E S, 
H becomes isomorphic to FFpH in rep(X,B). Since F detects compactness 
(Section 4.4) and 5 commutes with arbitrary coproducts it follows that F,H belongs 
to the category rep(X,d). So the square of the assertion is a pullback. 
We will now show that G is an epimorphism of &?hr,, and that the square is a 
pushout in &‘I,~~. Indeed, consider the sequences 
G* 
Fun(%?, X) A Fun( a, 3) A Fun(d, 9”) 
As above, we see that G* induces a fully faithful functor rep(V, %) -+ rep(g, X). Now 
suppose that we have H : g + ?I? such that HF = 0 in J&!&,. Then as above we see that 
H is isomorphic to HG,G in rep(g’,Z”). We claim that HG, belongs to rep(V,Z). 
Indeed, the functor induced by G, in the stable categories commutes with arbitrary 
coproducts. Hence so does HG,. Moreover, we know from the theorem of Neeman- 
Ravenel (4.12) that the compact objects of g are direct factors of objects GB, where 
B is compact in g. For such an object, HGJGB) 5 HB is compact by assumption. 
Whence the claim. 
The fact that G is an epimorphism of &Y and that the square is a pushout in &! is 
now easily deduced from the calculus of fractions and Lemma 4.5. 
(b) results from Section 4.5(b) by the calculus of fractions. q 
4.7. Comparison of 9 and short exact sequences oJ’ A! 
Denote by Ex the category of exact sequences of J2. Let d = (~~20, &i) be an 
object of 3. The inclusion functor d is fullv faithful so that bv Section 4.6 
we have an exact sequence 
o--tJzz~+d,~~~+o 
of JZ, where <r42 is unique up to 
@:P’iEx. 
On the other hand, suppose that 
tXO’&J+~~%+O 
unique isomorphism in A’. We thus obtain a fimctor 
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is an exact sequence of ;&2’. We define Y(E) to be the pair consisting of 33 and the 
saturation of the image of F.d in ,S. 
Lemma. The func’tors @ und Y ure quasi-inverse equivalenc’es. 
Proof. Let Adm be the category of admissible monos of M, i.e. of morphisms F : .d 
-A? of .&’ such that the functor F: & +g is fully faithful. By Section 4.6, the 
canonical functor Ex -+Adm is an equivalence. So it is enough to show that 
is an equivalence whose quasi-inverse functor is Y’ : Adm + gU defined as follows: 
By definition the image of F : .d + .A? under y/ is the pair formed by 3, = 2 and the 
saturation 95’0 of the image of F. Clearly we have Y’@’ = 1. On the other hand, we 
have a canonical morphism @‘Y’ ---f 1 given for F : .rz’ --f .A? by the square 
incl 
: I 1 
This morphism is clearly lkctorial and invertible in Adm . 0 
4.8. Cokernels 
Consider the functor 
By Section 4.6, this functor admits 
functor 
f : h2 + 9, .d --f (Sat (0) 2,!) 
admits a left adjoint, where Sat (0) 
a left adjoint. By Section 4.7, it follows that the 
is the saturation of the zero subcategory, i.e. the 
subcategory of injectives of ~2. We denote the left adjoint by I;.. If & = (&$~,&i) is 
an object of 2, we also write JZ!~/_VZ~ for I;.&. Note that by definition, we have an 
exact sequence 
of .#. 
Now suppose that d = a+ for a localization pair 9 = (2&,,2i ). Put Q’g =/J.@. 
Then we have an exact sequence of IX 
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yielding an exact sequence of triangulated categories 
By the theorem of Neeman-Ravenel (Section 4.12), if we pass to the subcategories of 
compact objects, we obtain a sequence which is exact up to factors 
Now for each object & of _&Lb, the canonical functor & + &’ is an equivalence up 
to factors (Section 4.1). Hence we have a diagram of triangulated categories 
0-$9+c- 0 a;” - Q+@ - 0 
The first two vertical functors are equivalences up to factors and hence (exercise) so 
is the third. Recall that F&? = 3?i/$80 by definition. So we have an equivalence up to -- 
factors 
By construction, this equivalence is functorial in g, up to isomorphism of triangulated 
functors. In particular, if F : &I + .SY induces an equivalence up to factors F53 + 
F&Y, then it induces an isomorphism of A’ 
by Corollary 4.12(c) and if 
9” 5 &? 5 a” 
which is exact up to factors, then by Corollary 4.12 (b), the sequence (F, G) induces 
an exact sequence 
0 --f Q+@ + Q+B --f Q+@” + 0 
4.9. Cokernels and cones 
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is an exact sequence of A?, we put, in the notations of Section 4.7. 
Cm(a) := Cm( Y(a)). 
For each object 
X = (Xl +X2) E B.&or. #ix, 
we define 8X to be the connecting morphism of the canonical triangle 
X0 LX, +Cone(X) ZXr[l]. 
Theorem. (a) The square 
Cn1 
9 - 9AorJZix 
I I 
is commutative up to nutural isomorphism. 
(b) For each exuct sequence E of c H, there is (I commutative diagram of 9, #ix 
On(c), - Cm( c )I bCone(Cm(c)) 
M?hose vertical morphisms are invertible. This diagram is jimctoriul in E. In particulur, 
if w define & by the commutative squure 
amE) 
Cone( Cnr( E)) 
ac 
1 
’ C(,J2f)[ll 
then lve have u .functorial triangle 
C(.d) + C(B)-+ C(%) 2 C(d)[l]. 
Proof. For a pair (~$0, &r ), we have the adjunction morphism cp : (do, dl ) + (Sat (0), 
&‘r/.(s,). We therefore obtain a natural morphism 
Cone (Cm(~&,.&r)) -5 Cone(Cm(Sat (O),.dr/z&)) z C(~r/,zZ~). 
We will show that the morphism w = Cone (Cm(q)) is invertible. This will show (a). 
By the equivalence _Y’ A Ex, we may assume that we have an exact sequence 
0 4 .d L .22 2 % 4 0 
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of A@‘~~,. such that d, g and W are closed DG categories and and &I = $9 and 
~$0 = Sat (F,d). Then the adjunction morphism is induced by the fimctor G and is 
given by the square 
Sat(O) - 97 
To compute the image of this morphism under Cone o Cm, we have to choose suitable 
U-small subcategories. In the notations of the proof of Proposition 4.1 let YgCp(B) 
and 92 E Cp(.&) such that F9 c Y. Consider the square 
cm - C(F) 
incl 
If we interpret its rows as objects of S!,&orA?ix, it represents the image of the ad- 
junction morphism under the functor Cm. Now the functor F is fully faithful, so we 
have an isomorphism C(W) z C(F8). Hence we are reduced to showing that the 
C(F) 
C(9) - C(fV 
represents a morphism of 23AorA’i.x whose image under the Cone -functor is invertible 
in g&ix. This is proved in Section 4.13. The above argument also proves (b). U 
4. IO. Mayer-Vietoris-diagrams 
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be a diagram of c d whose rows are exact such that K is invertible. We use the notations 
of Section 4.9. 
Lemma. [f’ 6 denotes the composition 
C(‘G’) +Y(.&)[l] C(K)“‘- 
/ 
- C(d)[ 11 4 C(.%)[ 1, 
the sequence 
C(.#) -2 C(%) @ C(.d’) J+ C(‘6’) 
riC(.‘A)[I] 
- C(.#)[l] ) a= 
-C(G) 
[ I C(L) ’ 
/i = [C(M), C(G’)l, 
is u triangle of’ 9. dix. 
Proof. We are given a morphism i-: + c’ of exact sequences of H. It induces amor- 
phism Cm(a)-+ Cm(s’) of 9.d’or.Mix whose first component Cm(c)t + Cm(~‘)t is in- 
vertible. After replacing Cm(s) and &(a’) by isomorphic objects, we may assume that 
the morphism is given by a morphism 
x,’ - X’ 
i’ 
I 
of. !lor.,Hix, where i and i’ are componentwise injective and ,f’ is a quasi-isomorphism. 
After replacing X0 -XI by 
we may even assume that f is an isomorphism of .1/k. Then we have a diagram 
with exact rows in .&fix. By passing to the associated triangles in S?A’ix we obtain 
the assertion. [I 
4.11. Proqfi oj Theorem 2.4 und 2.7 
Let J = (20, JY, ) be a localization pair. We have a natural isomorphism 
Cm(~# ) by Section 4.3. This yields the first isomorphism in 
Cone(Cm(&?)) G Cone(Cm(.%?+)) Q C(l;.&FI+)= C(Q+:%). 
Cln(.?q 21 
The second one is from Section 4.9(a). Now Theorem 2.4 follows from Sections 4.8 
and 4.9(b), and Theorem 2.7 follows from Sections 4.8 and 4.10. 
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4.12. The Neeman-Ravenel-Thomason-Trobaugh-Yao theorem 
Let Y be a triangulated category admitting arbitrary set-indexed coproducts. An ob- 
ject X of Y is compact if the ftmctor Horn.&, ?) commutes with arbitrary coproducts. 
The category Y is compactly generated if it contains a set of compact objects C such 
that F coincides with its smallest triangulated subcategory containing C and stable 
under forming coproducts. 
The following theorem is due to Neeman [29, 2.11. His proof is based on ideas of 
Ravenel [31]. Important special cases are due to Thomason-Trobaugh [32] and Yao 
[391. 
Theorem. Let B? and y be compact[y generated triangulated categories. Suppose that 
R is a set of compact objects generating 3. Let F : 92 4 9 be a fully faithful finctor 
commuting with arbitrary coproducts and such that FX is compact for each X E R. 
Put 5=9/B. 
The functors F : 9 + Y and G : Y t Jo preserve compactness. The natural functor 
Y”/9?” --+ y-’ is fully faithful and 7 is the closure of its image under forming direct 
factors. 
The theorem (and its proof) admit the following 
Corollary. (a) Suppose that Y is a triangulated category admitting arbitrary co- 
products which is generated by a set R of compact objects. Then an object of Y is 
compact ifs it is a direct factor of a finite extension of objects of R. 
(b) Suppose that 9, 9, and y are compactly generated triangulated categories. 
Then a sequence 
of triangle functors preserving compactness and commuting with coproducts is exact 
ifs the induced sequence 
is exact up to factors of Section 2.4. 
(c) Suppose that 9 and Y are compactly generated triangulated categories. 
Then a triangle functor B + Y preserving compactness and commuting with arbitrary 
coproducts is an equivalence ifSit induces an equivalence up to factors 9’” + Y”. This 
holds ifs it induces an equivalence B?’ 1 Y”. 
Proof of the corollary. Part (a) is Lemma 2.2 of [29]. The necessity in (b) follows 
from the theorem. Now suppose that the second sequence is exact. Then .B’ + Y is 
fully faithful by the principle of infinite devissage (cf., e.g., Lemma 4.2(b) of [IS]). We 
then have to show that the canonical functor Y/S? -+ .F is an equivalence. Now by the 
theorem, we know that F/B? identifies with a factor-dense subcategory of (y/6@)‘. 
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By the assumption, F/g’ also identifies with a factor-dense subcategory of 7’. 
Hence the functor (g/Y)’ + ,F-’ is an equivalence onto a factor-dense subcategory. 
By the principle of infinite devissage, it follows that .%/,v + .y is an equivalence 
onto a factor-dense subcategory. Since this subcategory has infinite direct sums, it is 
in fact closed under forming direct summands [2, 3.21 and thus it coincides with fl. 
(c) is the special case where .Y = 0. The last statement is clear because AK’ and 9’ 
are closed under forming direct summands. 0 
4.13. Localization 
Let 
be an exact sequence of A%!~~,. such that &,a and %Z are closed DG categories. In the 
notations of the proof of Proposition 4.1, let W E Cp(,d), Y E Cp(a), and .F E Cp(%‘) 
denote U-small subcategories such that F.9 c 9’ and GY c .F. 
Theorem. The finctor G induces a quasi-isomorphism 
Cone(C(8) + C(,V)) + C(,F). 
Remark 1. The proof of the corresponding assertion in [19, Section 61 contained an 
error: To prove that the functor & + X”Y of [ 19, Lemma 5.21 commutes with infinite 
sums, it is not enough to check that its composition with homology commutes with 
infinite sums. It is true that there is an equivalence & + 9JF, but probably in general, 
the functor & + .FY does not have its image in Xpy. To correct the mistake, one 
needs that .Y is a closed DG category. We could not have reduced to this case with 
the methods at our disposal in [19], but we are now able to do so thanks to the results 
of Section 3. The mistake is corrected in the proof below. 
Proof. We adapt (and correct) the argument of Section 6 of [193. Consider the 
sequence 
as a sequence of ,Y-Y-bimodules (X and Y denote ‘variable’ objects of Y). We will 
show that the image of this sequence under the relative left derived fitnctor of ? @:I~ I, 
where 1(X, Y) = .%(X, Y), is isomorphic to the sequence 
where H(,4V) denotes the Hochschild-Mitchell complex ( = b-complex) of Y. More 
precisely, if 
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denotes the bimodule sequence, we will construct a diagram of 9’-Y-bimodules 
L’ - M’ __i N’ 
O-L-M-N-0 
whose vertical morphisms are quasi-isomorphisms. It follows that the canonical mor- 
phism from the cone over L’ --) M’ to N’ is a quasi-isomorphism. As in the proof of 
Proposition 4.1, we denote by ? a closed resolution of the 9-Y-bimodule I. We will 
show that the image of the top row under the functor ? 8,~ i is quasi-isomorphic to 
It follows that the canonical morphism from the cone over H(R) + H(y) to H(5) 
is a quasi-isomorphism. This implies that the cone over C(9) + C(9) is canonically 
quasi-isomorphic to C(9). 
We now construct the resolutions L’, Ml, and N’. For the second term, we take a 
variation on the bar resolution over .Y. 
For the first term, we take the submodule of the bar resolution over 3? which is 
given by 
(33 ~((FA,,,FF;,Y)~~((FA,_I,FA,)~...~~((FAO,FA,)~Y(X,FAO), 
where Ao, . . . , A,, run through 3. Since F.@ c Y, this is well defined. We have to show 
that it is actually a resolution of the first term. For this we have to show that the DG 
k-module 
is acyclic for each Z = Fp Y, Y E 9’. Indeed, view this DG module as a triangle functor 
fromd to Sk, with Z varying in&. Clearly, the functor vanishes for Z E 92. Moreover, 
it commutes with arbitrary direct sums. Thus it vanishes for arbitrary Z E&. 
Note that the third term N’=B (X, G,GY) is isomorphic to 9 (GX, GY). We take 
the bar resolution over ,y, which we view as an 9-Y-bimodule via the functor G. 
We will now compute the tensor products of L’, M’, and N’ with r” over 9’. For 
M’, this amounts to computing 
where 0 is a closed DG k-module. Since 9’(B,,?) and Y(?,Bo) are free, this is 
quasi-isomorphic to 
so that we do obtain the b-complex over Y. 
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For L’, we have to compute 
(,~(A,,F,,Y)~O~Y(X,FAo))Q;ul,j. 
Since .Y(?,FAa) is free, this is quasi-isomorphic to 
(.~z(A,,F,,Y)~oO~Y(X,FA~))~~~~~I~~((X,FAo)C9.~~cd(An,~,Y)~O 
= .d (A,, F,FAo) 8 0 
1 .#(FA,,FA()) $4 0, 
which is the required result. 
Finally, for N’, we have to compute 
(.~(C,,GY)~O~~(X,G,Co))[~~~~,~. 
Let I/ = % (C,, G?) viewed as a functor from B to DG k-modules. Consider the 
composition 
for Z E 99’. Clearly, it is invertible for Z E ,Y. Moreover, U viewed as a functor 3 + Yk 
commutes with arbitrary coproducts. Thus we have an isomorphism for all Z ES. For 
Z = G,,Co we find 
U(Z) @ 0 = W(C,, GG,Co) ~3 0 1 .T (C,, Co) @ 0, 
which is the required result. 0 
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